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UNIT-I

DEVELOPMENTAL SECTORS – AGRICULTURE
SECTOR INDUSTRY SECTORS, THE SERVICES
SECTOR AND SOCIAL SECTOR

Learning Objectives:
After completion of this unit, you should be able to:


get insight on agriculture Sector in Odisha



explain about on animal husbandry



know about the fisheries and forestry



explain about the Industry and Social Sector in Odisha

Structure:

1.1 Introduction
1.2 Agriculture Sector in Odisha
1.2.1 Land use pattern
1.2.2 Production of major crops
1.2.3 Agricultural Inputs
1.2.4 Policies and support for development
1.3 Animal Husbandry
1.3.1 Production and availability of milk, egg and meat in Odisha
1.3.2 Government initiatives for livestock development
1.4 Fisheries
1.4.1 State initiatives for fisheries development
1.5 Forestry
1.5.1 Government initiatives for forest development
1.6 Industry Sector
1.6.1 Manufacturing
1.6.2 Mining and Quarrying
1.6.3 Electricity
1.6.4 Water Supply
1.7 Service Sector in Odisha
1.7.1 Banking and Insurance
1.7.2 Transport and Communication
1.7.3 Science and Technology
1.8 Social Sector in Odisha
1.8.1 Education
1.8.2 Health Services
1.9 Let Us Sum Up
1.10 Check your progress
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Odisha is one of the 29th states of India. It extends from 17045‟ N latitude to 22030‟ N
latitude and 81045‟ E longitude to 87045‟ E longitude. It has 1,55,707 sq.km of
geographical area with 30 districts, 58 sub-divisions, 317 Tehsils,314 Community
Development Blocks, 6227 Gram Panchayats and 51,349 Villages.
The Development sectors of the state include Agriculture, Industry and Service sector.
The Social sector is a part and parcel of service sector.
Further the Agriculture sector includes agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries and
forestry sub-sectors.
The Industry sector consists of manufacturing, mining and quarrying, electricity, gas
and water supply sub sectors.
The Service sector comprises sub-sectors such as banking and insurance, real estate,
public administration, trade, hotels and restaurants, construction, transport
communications and other services.
The social sector includes education, health, safe drinking water, sanitation as well as
development of the marginalized groups and backward regions.
1.2. AGRICULTURE SECTOR IN ODISHA
The share of Agriculture and allied sectors has been declining over the years,
nevertheless this sector continues to be vital for the economy. Sixty percent population
of the state draws its sustenance fully or partly from the agriculture sector. The share of
this sector in the Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) which was more than 70
percent in 1950 has come down to 15.58 percent. The emphasis is on increasing
productivity per unit land area through natural resources and scientific management of
crops.
The state‟s agriculture sector frequently suffers from natural shocks like cyclones,
droughts and flash floods which substantially affects production and productivity of
agriculture.
The cultivators and agricultural labourers broadly show the workers engaged in
agriculture sector. In census 2011, out of 175.41 lakh workers, 41.04 lakh were
cultivators and 67.40 lakh agricultural labourers. Thus 61.8 percent of the total workers
were engaged in agricultural activities.
1.2.1 Land Use Pattern
The land available for agricultural purposes has been declining. As multiple
demands for land increases, less land is devoted to agriculture and allied sub-sectors.
Therefore intensive cultivation of available cultivable lands where ever feasible seems a
viable strategy for increasing the gross area under cultivation and augmenting food
production.
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Figure: 1.2.1 Area under different categories of crops in Odisha 2008-13

In Odisha, area under food grains has increased by 6.02 percent from 4744 thousand
hectares in 2011-12 to 5030 thousand hectares in 2012-13. The area under paddy
constitutes more than 70 percent of total cultivated area and has increased marginally to
4023 thousand hectares in 2012-13 from 4005 thousand hectares in 2011-12. During
2012 - 13, the area under oil seeds has declined by 2.8 percent over 2011-12.
1.2.2 Production of Major Crops
Rice which is one of the major crops is grown in huge scale in the state. Its
production has increased by 63.5 percent over the production of 5807 thousand metric
tons during 2010-11. The pulses production has increased by 72 percent during the
same period. The production of oilseeds has declined from 222 Thousand Metric Ton
(TMT) in 2010-11 to 166 TMT in 2011-12 and again it increased to 264 TMT in 201213. The production of fibres increased from 351 TMT in 2011-12 to 434 TMT in 201213. Cotton and Jute are the main fibre crops is Odisha. The production of cotton has
increased to 336 thousand bales in 2012-13 as against 231 thousand bales produced in
2011-12. On the other hand, the production of jute has declined from 06 thousand bales
to 03 thousand bales during the same period. Cotton is major commercial crop in KBK
districts is the Kharif season. Other crops include potato, chilli, ginger and sugarcane.
The production of potato is negligible as compared to demand. Like potato, sugarcane
is cultivated mainly is Cuttack, Sambalpur, Bolangir Kalahandi and Puri district. The
area under sugarcane cultivation is very low and is less than one per cent of the total
cultivated area. During 2012-13, sugarcane was cultivated is 14.53 thousand hectares
with production of 952 TMT.
The yield rate of food grains in Odisha is below the average yield rates in Major states
and at all India level. There is therefore a need for greater effects and appropriate policy
interventions to increase the productivity of Major crops.
There are mainly three ways to meet the increasing demand for food and other farm
products. One way is to expand the net area under cultivation, the second is to intensify
Odisha State Open University
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cropping over the existing area and the thiurd is to raise the productivity of production
per hectare.
Cropping intensify refers to raising a number of crops from the same field during one
agriculture year. Higher cropping intensifies means more than one crop from the same
area is an agricultural year. On our country cropping intensify is the highest in Punjab
followed by west Bengal, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh.
The agro climatic conditions of Odisha are favourable for production of different types
of vegetables, fruits and spices. The KBK districts Gajapati, Kandhamal, Keonjhar and
other districts are conductive to intensive horticultural activity. Among lang duration
fruits mango, coconut, cashew, sapota, yack fruit, orange and litchi are most favourable
is Odisha.
Odisha ranked fourth in terms of production of vegetables. It also ranked fourth in
terms of production of vegetables. It contributed to about 4 per cent of spice production
is India. The production of ginger and turmeric has increased significantly. Odisha also
contributed about 3 per cent of the total flamer production of the country rose, gladioli
marigold and tuber rose are the main flavours grown is Odisha.
1.2.3 Agricultural Inputs
Improvement is farm production depends upon a set of inputs like seeds,
irrigation, fertilizers pesticides, size of land holidays, credit and implements seeds:
Quality seeds are considered a critical input for improving agricultural yields and yield
rates. During 2013-14 6-40 lakh quintals of different types of quality seeds had been
surprised. Seed replacement ratio is Odisha is very law. It implies traditional cultivation
practices are which farmers rely on farm saved seeds.
Irrigation is an important input for enhancing agricultural productivity and is required at
different critical stages of plant growth of various crops for their optimum production.
The state has cultivable land of 64.09 lakh hectares. It has been assessed that 49.90 lakh
hectares can be brought under irrigation through major medium and minor (life and
flow) irrigation projects. By the end of 2012-13 about 47.04 lakh hectares net irrigation
potential has been created and about 72 percent has been utilized.
To rationalize the irrigation development in the state a programme was initiated during
2005-06 for providing irrigation facilities to at least 35 percent of the cultivable area of
every block by 2014. To achieve the objective with is the short period new schemes
with short gestation periods viz construction of check dams, deep bore wells and mega
lift schemes have been started.
The „Jalanidhi‟ programme which is being implemented is the state encourages farmer
to go for creation of captive irrigation sources through shallow tube wells bore wells
dug wells and river lift / surface lift projects by way of administering subsidy against
creating of such assets. The state Government tied up funding with NABARD for
providing subsidy under this programme. The subsidy is up to 50 percent on shallow
tube wells, dug wells, bore wells and river lift/surface lift projects.
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The mega lift scheme was launched during 2011-12 for providing irrigation to farmers
is upland areas by lifting water from the river. The state government continues to attract
high priority to create irrigation potential as well as optional utilization of available
water resources during the 12th five year plan.
Fertilizers and Pesticides: Chemical fertilizers play a significant role in the
development of the agricultural sector. This has been considerable improvement is the
use of fertilizers. The use of fertilizer is the state was 58-74 kg per hectare by the end of
2012-13. The per hectare consumption of pesticides has increased from 148 gms in
2011-12 to 158 gms in 2012-13.
Land Holding: Land holding pattern is an important determinant of the production
structure and socio-economic conditions are a society. Operational land holding are
classified as marginal small, semi-medium, medium and large land holdings depending
upon the area controlled is a single land holding. Distribution of operational holdings
indicates that the total number of operational holdings has been increasing over the
years but area under holdings has been declining.
Credit: Credit is a critical non-land input and has two dimensions from the point of
view of its contribution to the augmentation of agricultural growth. First is the
availability of credit and second the distribution of credit.
Implements: Provisions of implements at subsidized rates to farmers help to improve
farm mechanization and raises farm productivity.
1.2.4 Policies and support for Development of Agriculture
Several policies and programmes are place to improve the performance of
agriculture sector in the state.
Odisha state Agriculture policy 2013: Unlike the state Agriculture policy 2008 the
Odisha state Agriculture policy 2013 stimulated the growth of private lift irrigation and
agro industries. Farm mechanisation reached new heights & Odisha became the largest
consumer of power tillers. The policy aims to inspire a fresh generation of farmers who
will look forward to face the challenges of the new century with confidence. The
decline is agricultural growth coupled with declining profitability is the agriculture
sector is the face of rapid growth of non-farm sector is one of the major concerns.
The state Agricultural policy 2013 is designed to address the encouraging trends and
potential areas for development is agriculture sector that include input management soil
testing R&D Extension skill Development Horticulture Fisheries and Animal
Husbandry watershed development rain fed agriculture organic farming integrated
farming, post-harvest management, agaric-enterprises, agro processing , credit and
market etc.
Macro Management of Agriculture: Macro management of Agriculture is known as
work plan of central government started is 2001-02 with funding pattern of 90:10 per
cent between the centre and the state. It aims at the strategic interventions for
technology up gradation in different crops. Annual work plan for 2012-13 includes the
promotion and technology up gradation of the three major crops of rice, ragi and sugar
Odisha State Open University
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cane. Demonstration on farmers field schools (FFS) and exposure visits for transfer of
technology have been emphasized Demonstrations on improved packages such as
system of rice intensification (SRI) were made. To encourage varietal replacement and
use of new HYV paddy seeds certified paddy seeds were sold to farmers and subsidy
was released. Ragi demonstrations were conducted in farmers‟ fields. Efforts were also
made to promote sugar cane cultivation. Farmers were raised on integrated pesh
management Integrated Nutrient management and improved methods of sugar cane
cultivation.
Integrated schemes of oil seeds, pulses oil palm and maize is a centrally sponsored
scheme that started is 2004-05 with a funding pattern of 75:25 between the centre and
the state. Quality seeds of groundnut mustard sesames and niger are supplied at
subsidized rates. Subsidy was also provided to groundnut farmers on the use of gypsum
and micro nutrients to boost productivity. Subsidy is also being provided to the farmers
to control weeds in oil seeds crop through supply of weedicides for the use of biofertilizers and for establishment of vermin compost units. Maize development activities
are being taken up through the centrally sponsored ISOPOM scheme. Pulses and oil
palm development activities have also been taken up in Odisha through National food
security mission (NFSM) (pulses) and Rashtriya Krishi Vikash Yojana (RKVY)
programme.
Intensive cotton Development programme (ICDS): Cotton is predominantly gram is
the KBK districts in the Kharif season. Cotton cultivation has been increasing in
Blolangir, Kalahandi, Ganjam and Rayagada districts. During 2012-13 emphasis was
given on area expansion quality/hybrid seeds, farmers training and intensification of
IPM practices etc. During 2012-13 100 farmers field schools (FFS) and 1032 frontlife
Demonstrations (FLDS) were taken up to train and demonstrate the farmers on use of
latest production technology.
Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) : This scheme was introduced by
Government of India in 2007-08 with the objective of achieving 4 per cent growth
agriculture-various developmental programmes are being implementation in project
mode to suit the regional priorities for agriculture and allied sectors. During 2011-12 in
addition to normal RKVY, 7 new sub schemes viz Bringing Green Revolution to
Eastern India 60,000 pulse villages Nutri cereals oil palm, vegetable clusters rain fed
area Development programme National Admission for protein supplement have been
introduced is the state and are being implemented as state plan schemes with 100/central assistance. RKVY aims at achieving and sustaining desired annual growth
during 12th plan period by ensuring holistic development of Agriculture and allied
sectors.
Biju Krushaka Kalyan Yojana (BKKY) : Biju Krushak Kalyan Yojana, a path
breaking state. Sponsored health insurance scheme has been introduced by the state
Government which is a tribute to the farmers and their families to provide them health
security. It is an earnest effort to provide them financial support through health and
accident insurance as a part of the commitment of the welfare state. Power Boost to
Farmers.
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State Government has decided to invest to create power infrastructure for boosting
farming in the state. A part of the financial support will be spent for setting up new
33/11 KV sub stations across the state while the remaining amount will be utilized for
creating a special feeder for promoting farming and allied activities.
Free Mobile to Farmers: State Government has launched digital Mandi scheme in the
state to provide free mobile phone to farmers to access market information related to
agriculture. Farmers having Kissan credit cards will be eligible under this scheme and
will be short listed by the district level committee under the chairmanship of the
collector.
Agricultural Promotion and Investment Corporation Ltd (APICOL): APICOL was
established in 1996 to promote commercial agro-enterprises including agro based and
food processing industries in the state. APICOL acts as state nodal agency under
ministry of food processing Industries for implementation of the central sector schemes
to provide new opportunities and attract investment for infrastructure development of
agriculture for based food processing industries to build up a substantial base for
production of value added agro food products for domestic and export markets with
strong emphasis on quality and productivity. APICOL also acts as a state agency for
small farmers. It provides venture capital for qualifying projects of horticulture flora
culture medical plants etc under agriculture and allied sectors.
Odisha Agro Industries Corporation (OAIC): OAIC aims at marketing various
agricultural inputs and farm machineries through a wide network of offices at district
and sub-district levels. The corporation also executes tube wells, bore wells and lift
irrigation points for individuals and communities. It provides inputs such as fertilizer
pesticides, cattle and poultry feeds to farmers.
Micro Irrigation Programmes: The micro Irrigation Programme is a centrally
sponsored plan (CSP) scheme is operation since 2006-07 with a funding pattern of
40:30:30 (Centre:state:beneficiary . It subsidizes drip and sprinkler irrigation which is
suitable for growing horticulture crops. Farmers are encouraged to create captive
irrigation sources through shallow tube wells, medium tube wells, bore wells, dug
wells, and river lift irrigation projects through NABARD assistance
Watershed Mission: The State Government has created a watershed Mission with a
view to undertake soil and water conservation measures in areas where irrigation
facilities are inadequate and soils are generally degraded due to poor resource
management practices. The mission undertakes development programmes at micro
watershed level through active participation of local people. The programme has a
strong component for improving soil and moisture regimes and developing additional
livelihood opportunities for farmers and others under the JEEBIKA scheme. A number
of schemes including Integrated waste Development programme, western Odisha Rural
livelihoods project revised long term action plans, National Watershed Development
Project for rain fed areas, drought prone area programme and river valley projects have
been brought under the mission integrated wasteland development programme(IWDP).
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The scheme has been implemented in 23 districts of Odisha covering 1046 micro
watershed projects.
Integrated watershed management programme (IWMP): This is a centrally
sponsored scheme is producing 2009-10 with a funding pattern of 90=10 between
centre and state. The project covers 26 districts except puri Jagatsinghpur, Kendrapara
and Bhadrak with a unit cost Rs12, 000/- per hectare.
Drought prone area programme (DPAP) : DPAP is operational is 47 identified
blocks of light districts Viz Bolangir, Sambalpur, Kalahandi, Nuapada, Bargarh, Boudh,
Dhenkanal and Kandhamal with the funding pattern 75:25 between central and the state
Government.
Odisha Rural Livelihoods programme (JEEBIKA): This is an initiative for
providing an additional livelihood component to 460 on-going Watershed projects
under IWDP and DPAP covering six districts. This programme intends to address
livelihood needs of the landless and marginal households that are left and under normal
watershed activities.
River Valley Project (RVP): River Valley project is also implemented under the
MMA (Macro Management to Agriculture) programme as a centrally sponsored plan
scheme is watershed development mode. In aims at treating degraded catchments of
multipurpose interstate reservoirs with appropriate soil and water conservation
measures to check silt in to reservoirs and to enhance the productivity of degraded
lands. The scheme is operational is fair catchments is the state ie Hirakud Rengali –
Mandira, upper Kolalo and upper Indrāvati catchments is Sundargarh, Deogarh and
Koraput districts.
Watershed Development under RLTAP for KBK districts: During 2008-09, 150
micro watershed projects were started under special plan for KBK (RLTAP). These
micro watershed projects are implemented under operational guide lines of western
Odisha Rural Livelihood Programme (WORLD) with a cost norms of Rs 9500/- per
hectare.
National Horticultural Mission (NHM) : This is a centrally sponsored scheme
launched is 2005-06 and is operation in 24 districts of Odisha. The main objective of
the programme is to promote horticultural crops including fruits flavers, vegetables and
other crops. The scheme also support post harvesting practices and marketing of
horticultural crops to improve is comes of farmers. The crops selected under the scheme
include mango, citrus, litchi and banana is fruits, cashew is plantation crops, ginger and
turmeric in spices betel vines and flora culture. For the fish two years Government of
India provided 100 percent grant from 2007-08 in has been included under central
special programme (CSP) scheme with a funding pattern of 85:15 between Government
of India and the state.
National food security mission (NFSM) : National food security mission was lunched
is 2007-08 with the objective of increasing production of rice and pulses through
expansion of area and enhancement of productivity is a sustainable manner is the
identified districts. During 2010-11 the NFSM Rice scheme has been implemented in
Odisha State Open University
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15 districts and NFSM-Pulses scheme in all 30 districts of the state. Besides a special
scheme “Accelerated pulse Production Programme” is being implemented in 5 districts
viz Boudh, Mayurbhanj, Bargarh, Angul and Keonjhar from 2011-12 and extended to
15 districts in 2012-13. Various interventions have been made is 2012-13 for increasing
the productivity of rice and pulses.
1.3 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Animal husbandry is an important source of livelihood for people. In periods of
distress livestock works as insurance. In Odisha around 80 percent of rural households
depend on livestock and draw about 30 percent of their annual income or substance
from livestock. About 85 percent of livestock are owned by the landless, marginal and
small land holding families.
Uttar Pradesh had the highest livestock population is 2007. Odisha contributed
about 4-35 percent population of livestock in the country compared to 11.38 percent is
Uttar Pradesh, 10.70 percent is Rajasthan and 7-06 percent is West Bengal.

According to the livestock census 2004, the livestock population of Odisha was
230-57 lakhs. Out of 230.57 lakh livestock 58.5 percent were cattle and buffaloes, 38.8
per cent were small ruminants and 2.7 per cent were pigs. Besides the state has also
206.00 lakhs poultry as compared 648.83 million at all India level, out of total poultry is
the state 70 percent were local backyard breeds. Livestock census 2007 also reveals
than livestock population is the state declined by 4 percent over the previous livestock
census 2003 while it increased by 5.3 percent at all India level. Figure 1.3 present the
livestock population is Odisha since Livestock census 1982.
1.3.1 Production and availability of milk, eggs and meat is Odisha.
India ranks first are the world is milk production Odisha contributes less than two
percent of the total production of milk. Egg production is about three percent of all
Odisha State Open University
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India production. Figure 1-3-1 gives per capita availability of milk, eggs and meat is
Odisha from 2008-09 to 2012-13. It is observed that though the per capita availalality of
milk has increased from 113 gms/day is 2008-09 to 117 gms/day is 2012-13, it is still
far behind the all India per capita availability of milk 230 gms/day in 2011-12 and
world average of 284 gms/day is 2009-10.

Figure: 1.3.1: Per capita availability of Milk, Egg and Meat

1.3.2 Government Initiatives for Livestock Development
The state has devised several strategies for development of animal resources and
dairy programmes.
Net work of Veterinary Hospital and Dispensaries: Animal health care is provided
through a network of 540 veterinary hospital and dispensaries with 682 veterinary
doctors and 2939 livestock aid centres (LAC) with 2467 livestock inspectors. The
Disease control programmes are monitored at Deputy Director Level. Two Biological
products Institutes function at Bhubaneswar and Berhampur to prepare adequate
quantity of different vaccines needed for the disease control programme in the state.
Artificial Insemination: (AI) : Artificial insemination is an important component of
diary development and is important component of diary development and is being
rendered through a network of 5849 departmental AI centres is the state. Artificial
insemination in the state is showing as increasing trend and special attention has been
gives for production of quality frozen semen for insemination purpose.
The Frozen semen Bank (F&B) located at Cuttack and is the only semen producing
station is the state supplying semen to all the 30 districts. The livestock insurance
scheme is being implemented is 30 districts covering 45,036 animals. The premium of
the insurance is subsidized to the tune of 50 per cent. The entire cost of the subsidy is
being borne by the central Government.
Odisha State Open University
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Poultry/Duck Development: Poultry has been the fastest graving sector is providing
employment and income to a significant number of people. The backyard poultry also
plays a vital role is the livelihoods of million poor people particularly the tribals and the
scheduled caste.
Fodder is highly essential for animals which not only provide sufficient nutrient
to the animals but also reduce the production cost sufficiently. In the state there is
demand for two types of fodder. e.g. green fodder and dry fodder. There are eight
departmental fodder seed development farms is the state which supply fodder seeds to
the farmers at subsidized rates.
National project on cattle and Buffalo Brddeing (NPCBB): The National project on
cattle and Buffalo Breeding programme has been launched by Government of India to
improve breeding of cattle and buffaloes. This project is aimed at improving income
and employment opportunities in rural areas. Odisha has established the Odisha
Livestock Resources Development society to implement this programme is the state.
Go-Mitras have been engaged under a self employment programme to provide door step
Artificial Insemination (AE) facilities to farmers small Animal Development.
There are farms for sheep breeding goat breeding and piggery breeding is the state to
supply graded progenies to farmers for up-gradation of local breeds. The small animal
development has been emphasized to enhance the meat production by improving the
existing small animal resources through several interventions viz genetic up gradation
with supply of improved bucks and rams, health care measuring including vaccination
and deworming.
Kalyani Project: This is a new scheme with overall objective to provide gainful selfemployment to the rural livestock keepers through diary and livestock development
programme. This project has four components viz (I) cattle development programme
(ii) Goat development programme (iii) Fodder development programme aid (iv)
Technology knowledge and strategy partnership for development of chipilima fodder
farm.
Cattle development programme is being implemented is ten districts. Doorstep
livestock services are provided to the rural livestock keepers to bread the local cows by
using superior dairy breeds.
Goat development programme has been undertaken in 5 districts viz Sundargarh,
Mayurbhanj,Keonjhar,Bolangir and Deogarh covering 20,000 farm families from 250
villages.
Under fodder development programme fodder seeds/planting materials are being
supplied to the farmers for raising fodder plots in their own land.
Under technology knowledge and strategy programme 40 MT of breeder fodder seeds
have been produced which will be multiplied is to certified seeds in farmers fields.
Odisha state Co-operative milk producer federation Ltd (OMFED) : OMFED was
established in 1980 as the aped body for milk procurement and marketing is apex body
for milk procurement and marketing in Odisha. The main objective of OMFED is to
promote produce procure process and market milk and milk products for economic
Odisha State Open University
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development of the rural farming community. It covers all the districts of the state.
There are 5172 milk producers' Co-operative Societies (MPCS) with 2.69 lakh members
under OMFED. Besides 12 milk unions covering all the districts have been affiliated to
OMFED. OMFED has 11 dairy plants with 5.45 lakh liters capacity per day. 11milk
chilling centres with 2.02 lakh litres capacity per day, 311 bulk coolers with 3-87 litters
capacity, per day milk powder plant one of 5MT capacity per day and one cattle feed
plant with 200 MT capacity per day. Also OMFED has added one food processing plant
and one ice cream plant to its production infrastructure. It has also marketed milk
products viz ghee, paneer, butter, curd and milk powder and agriculture/organic
products viz turmeric powder and mustard seeds produced by tribes in Kandhamal
district. Besides OMFED has started production and sale of fruit juice, pickles jam,
sauces and pine apple sip. Recently it has introduced production and sale of ice-cream
in different sizes and flavours.
OMFED operates a number of programmes in the state as given below.











Operation flood programme is operated in east while undivided Cuttack, Puri,
Dhenkanal, Keonjhar and Sambalpur with financial support from National Dairy
Development Board (NDDB).
“Odisha women Dairy project” is implemented in undivided Cuttack,
Dhenkanal, Puri, Sambalpur, Keonjhar, Ganjam and Balasore district with
financial assistance from women and Child Development Department, Ministry
of HRD and AH&D Department under the Agriculture Department Government
of India.
Integrated Dairy Development Project is in operation in 20 districts in 6 phases.
Clean Milk Production is in operation is Cuttack, Puri and Balasore districts is
the 1st phase and Sambalpur, Koraput, Gajapati and Kalahandi district is the 2nd
phase.
OMFED is implementing Kandhamal women‟s organic turmeric project under
HRA ministry Govt. of India.
OMFED has started selling mineral mixture is 2kg packet to remove vitamin
deficient disease.
Support of technical input activities (animal health care breeding etc) training
and orientation programme through its own training and Demonstration centre.

Odisha state poultry producers:
Co-operative marketing federation Ltd (OPOLFED) OPOLFED a state level apex
poultry co-operative organization functions at Bhubaneswar to popularise poultry
products and develop a market for them. OPOLFED has undertaken market is 8 of eggs
and chicken meat production of chicks and balanced premix poultry.
1.4 FISHERIES
Odisha being a maritime state has considerable scope for the development of inland
brackish water and marine fisheries. The state is endowed with a long coastline of 480
km with continental shelf area of 24,000sg kms along the Bay of Bengal. It offers
tremendous opportunities for development of fresh water brackish water and marine
Odisha State Open University
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fisheries with scope of fish production together with employment and is come
generation for socio-economic prosperity. Fresh water resources of the state are
estimated to be 6.75 lakh hectares comprising of 1.24 lakh hectares of tanks/ponds 2.0
lakh hectares of reservoirs 1.80 lakh hectares of lakes swamps and jheels and 1.71 lakh
hectares of rivers and canals. The state 5 brackish water resources are of the order of
4.18 lakh hectares with a breakup of 0.79 lakh hectares of Chilika lake, 2.98 lakh
hectares of estuaries 32,587 hectares of brakish water tanks and 8100 hectares of
brackish water. The fisheries sub-sector contributed about 6 percent to the gross state
domestic product share of the Agriculture sector for the year 2012-13.
Fish is a popular food item is Odisha. The state ranks ninth in terms of production and
produced 4.7 percent of the total fish production at all India level during 2010-11 .
Carlo production has also been increasing over the years. The state Government has
formulated the policy for fishery development as a part of the agriculture policy 1996.
The policy aims at:






To increase fish production by adopting scientfic method of culture.
To assist fisher men is more efficient fishing.
To boost fishing operation is deep sea.
Transmitting technology both for culture and capture to fishermen and farmers
and
To establish fish feed milks for culture of fish prawn.

The value of Inland and marine fish production has increased by 14.07 percent and 6.92
percent respectively during 2010-11. Out of the total production of fish 82 percent were
marketed in raw form while 10 percent were kept for sun drying and salting. The per
capita fish consumption is the state is 9.13 kg during 2012-13 as against 11 kg
recommended by the WHO. This indicates the improvement of the standard of living
and change in dietary pattern of the people of Odisha.
116-41 thousand million tonne fish has been exported from Odisha to other states and
foreign countries during 2012-13 of which 69.45 TMT (59.7%) were exported from
marine sector. Generally marine products like frozen shrimp frozen H.C frozen pomp
ret ribbonfish etc exported to foreign countries like Japan, China, USA, UK, UAE,
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Export of frozen shrimps constitutes the major portion about
one third of the total marine products exported every year. The trend of import of fish
on the other hand is fluctuating. During 2012-13 about 21,217 million tone of fresh
water fish was imported through private trade channels from the neighbouring state of
Andhra Pradesh.
1.4.1 State Initiatives for fishery Development
Fishery Development Policy: The fishery development policy has been formulated as
part of the Agriculture policy 2008. The main objective is to increase the fish seed
production and fish production is order to provide self employment opportunities which
is turn will increase per capita income and eradicate poverty by utilizing unexploited
water resources through application of new technologies.
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Fish Farmers Development Agency:
This Centrally sponsored scheme is
implemented to develop pond areas and to train fish farmers in modern pisciculture
techniques. Total 30 fish farmers' development agencies are functioning is the state with
one is each district.
Fresh water prawn culture and fish seed: Fresh water prawn culture programme
launched in 1991-92 is widely accepted by the fish farmers of the state as the demand
for prawn from both within and outside the state is high. To meet the graving demand
for quality fish seed, greater emphasis is being given for production of fish seed in five
departmental hatcheries, 26 hatcheries Odisha pisciculture Development Corporation
and 89 private hatcheries. The state reservoir fishery poling:
The state reservoir fishery poling has been formulated with a view to introducing
systematic and remunerative pisciculture in reservoirs. The policy aims to attract private
sector investment for augmentation of fish production from the vast untapped / under
tapped reservoir resources through scientific management and permits the transfer of of
reservoirs which have an area of 100 acres and above to the fisheries and animal
resources department Government of Odisha. The F&ARD department Government of
Odisha has been empowered to lease out these reservoirs to primary fishermen cooperative societies registered under the OSC Ach 2001.
Brackish water fisheries development agencies (BWFDA) : Chilika lake with an
average water spread area of 906 sq kms in summer and 1165 sq kms in mansoon and
island area of 223 sq kms is the main source of brackish water fish is the state. There
are 132 fishermen villages with 22,032 families and 1,44,300 people around the lake.
The member of fishermen engaged in fishing is the lake is 30,936 out of 115 registered
co-operative societies 113 are in operation with 33,347 fish men. There are 27 landing
centres is which 12,148 MT of fish/shrimp and 318.58 MT crabs were collected in these
landing centres during 2012-13. Brackish water fisheries development agencies
(BWFDA) have been set up in seven coastal districts, which abound in brackish water
resources. The state has a total brackish water area of 4-18 lakh hectares out of which
32,587 hectares is suitable for prawn culture.
Marine Fisheries: The state has 6 per cent of the coastline of the country. About
118.31 thousand million tonnes of fish were caught from marine sector during 2012-13
out of which prawn catfish and pomfrets are some of the important species. The state
has 63 marine fish landing centers. Odisha maritime fishing regulation act is being
implemented is the state to safeguard the coastal water areas of the state. The work of
Dhamara fishing labourer has been completed and handed over to management society ,
Dhamara and the work of Hatabaredi and Baluguon are under progress.
Both fresh water and brackish water prawn culture have assured considerable
importance on account of their profitability as well as foreign exchange earning
capability Government shrimp hatchery at chandrabhaga in Puri district and Gopalpur
at Ganjam district, 12 other private shrimp hatcheries have been established at different
suitable areas of Gopalpur, Konark and Puri. There are 1052 primary Fishermen cooperative societies in the state.
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Accident Insurance Scheme: This scheme which aims at insuring the lives of
fishermen was launched is 1983-84. Rupees one lakh is provided in the event of
accidental death or permanent disability and up to Rs.50,000 is given in the event of
partial disability. The cost of this programme is shared by the state and the centre is
equal proportion.
Safety to Marine Fishermen: This scheme is aimed at providing life saving jackets to
traditional marine fishermen at a unit cost of Rs 3,000 per jacket. Fishermen are
expected to meet 20 percent of the cost and 80 percent is shared by the centre and state.
Matsyajibi Unnayan Yojana: This scheme envisages providing award to meritorious
children of fishermen community and financial assistance to fisher women self help
groups. It has been proposed to provide scholarships to 100 children of active fishermen
and 1000 fisher women self-help groups.
Low cost housing scheme under the National welfare fund for fishermen (NWFF):
This is a centrally sponsored scheme incepted in 1987-88 and the scheme envisages
better living amenities for poor fishermen. Under this scheme model fishermen 5
villages are created and low cost housing and drinking water facilities are provided.
Odisha Pisciculture Development Corporation (OPDC): This is the only public
sector undertaking in the fishery sub-sector. OPDC aims at carrying on business are
pisciculture is brackish water areas, fresh water ponds and other water sources. It has
five hatcheries at Bhanjanagar Saramanga Chipilima, Binika, and Bayasagar over an
area of 103 hectares land with a production capacity of 21 crore of spawn and has
established 10 million capacity fish-seed hatchery at Kausalyaganga near Bhubaneswar.
Fishfed: Fish federation is an apex body of all primary fish men co-operative societies
(PFCS) in the state and serves the socio-economic interest and welfare of its members.
There are 362 PFCSS comprising of 70,000 fishermen and women members affiliated
to FISHFED. The federation has several businesses including marketing of fish
products, providing fishery inputs, leasing fishery sairats in Chilika and procuring fish
seed. During 2013-14 it has started live fish marketing in Bhubaneswar Municipal
Corporation area.
1.5 FORESTRY
Forest play a vital role in maintaining ecological stability and contribute significantly to
the state‟s economy especially to livelihoods of forest dependent communities which
are mostly scheduled tribes. The share of this sub-sector is 1.76 percent is real GSDP.
Odisha is rich in forest cover and has recorded forest land of about 58,136 sg kms
which is 37.34 percent of state‟s geographic ales area. The per-capita recorded forest
area of the state is 0.14 ha as compared to 0.064 ha at national level. Forest cover in
Odisha is unevenly distributed forests are generally located in the district situated in the
Eastern. Ghats central table land and Northern plateau.
Out of the sixteen major forest type groups in India, four major forest types that exist in
Odisha are tropical Dry deciduous forests (57-87 percent) Tropical moist deciduous
forests (39.88 percent) Tropical semi-evergreen forests (0.68 percent) and littoral &
swamp forests (0.48 percent).
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Plantations/trees outside forests (TOF) constitute 2.76 percent of the total Geographical
area of the state. Out of the state‟s recorded forest area of 58,136 sg kms, 26.329 sg kms
(45.2 percent) include reserve forests 15.525 sg kms (26.70 percent) of protected forests
and 16,282 sg kms (28.01 per cent) of unclassed forests. The total recorded forest area
of Odisha was 37.34 percent of its total geographical area.
The state has 7060 sg km of very dense forests (VDF) 21,366 sg km moderated dense
forests MDF and 20,477 sg kms of open forests (OF). Tree cover outside forests (TOF)
assessed separately is 4301 sg kms . The VDF, MDF, OF, TOF scrub area constitute
respectively 4.53 percent 13.72 percent 13.15 percent, 2.76 percent 3.04 percent and
65.51 percent of the total geographical area of Odisha.
In different years forest land diversion proposals are approved by ministry of
environment and forest for non-forest use whenever a proposal for diversion of forest
land for non-forestry purpose is approved by central Government there is a stipulation
to raise compensatory afforestation over equivalent non-forest land or over twice the
degraded forest land.
Odisha is the third largest producer of kendu leaf (KL) next to Madhya Pradesh and
Chhatishgarh. During 2012, crop year, about 4.26 quintals of Kendu leaves were
produced and employment equivalent to 14 million person-days was generated. About
93 percent of the Kendu leaf produced in 2012 crop has been disposed of at Rs 403.69
crore as sale value. Odisha has 9 percent of the country‟s total bamboo forest cover and
7 percent of total graving stock of bamboo. The major timber spices that occur in
Odisha are sal, toak, Bija and Sissoo. The Odisha forest development corporation
limited (OFDC) a fully owned state company, operates as the commercial arm of the
forest department OFDC trades mainly in timber, kendu leaf, bamboo, sal seeds and
other non-timber forest produce.
1.5.1 Government Initiatives for forest development
National Forest policy 1988 and Afforestation programme the geographical area should
be under forest cover. The state is well placed in this regard and is above the national
average. The Government has however takes several steps to maintain and develop
good forest cover. Some development initiatives include afforestation development of
village forests and introduction of social and farm forestry. In Odisha 46 forest
development agencies have been formed and the National afforestation programme is
under implementation involving 3382 VSS. Industrial plantation of 55 hectares have
been taken for amelioration of micro climate in the area. Bold Hills have been
afforested.
Forestry vision, 2020
The state forest and environment department has finalized the forestry vision 2020 with
the following salient features.




Increased flow of forest products & wood
Biodiversity conservation strategies.
Higher allocations, investment, insurance and incentives for better forest
management.
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Forest development strategies
The objectives of the forestry sector are to promote sustainable forest management is
the state with a focus on.






Conserving, protecting and developing dense forests.
Regenerating and developing of open forests.
Afforesting and reforesting
Promoting eco-tourism and eco-development is the protected areas and
Building the capacity of the forest department and village level institutions to
protect and manage the assigned forests.

Odisha forestry sector development project (OFSDP) Odisha forestry sector
development project is being implemented by the Odisha forestry sector development
society with assistance from Japan International co-operation agency. Important
activities of the project are restoration of degraded forests coastal plantations, Biodiversity management Community/Tribal development and livelihood improvemednt.
Medicinal plant conservation programme:
The following programmes have been taken up in the state.
(i) Conservation and resource augmentation of Dasmoola species.
(ii) Conservation and sustainable use of Ashoka.
(iii)Medicinal plant knowledge centre at Patrapada the aim to enhance knowledge
about the medicinal plant species among foresters and interested persons.
(iv) Ekamra Vana at Bidya Sagar
(v) Ekamra Vana at Bidya Sagar developed under Ekamra Garden Society.
(vi) v. Odisha state Vanaspati Vana society: Odisha state Vanaspati Vana society has
been achieved.
Jagannath Ban Prakalp: The scheme was started in 2000-01 to plant the species for
augmenting the supply of timber required for the chariot of Lord Jagannath with the
active involvement of local communities.
Joint Forest management (JFM): Odisha has been the first state to issue a resolution
on joint Forest management is 1988 for the protection of peripheral reserved and
protected forests with the participation of local people from adjoining villages. Keeping
emerging situations is view, there were about 1199 JFM committees in 2005 managing
about 14 percent forest area. By the end of 2012-13, 12,166 Vana surakshya Samities
(VSS) have been formed in the state. Apat from this ECO development committees
have been firmed in and around the protected areas for the protection activities
Bamboo sector development: State Government have constituted Odisha Bamboo
development agency (OBDA) at the state level and district Bamboo development
agencies (DBDA) at the district level. Since inception of the OBDA is 2006-07 till the
end of 2012 total bamboo plantation has been done over 8240 hectares both is
Government and private land.
Eco Tourism: There are a number of Eco Tourism destinations both inside and outside
the sanctuaries and National parks. The identified sites include (i) Chilika (ii)
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Bhitarakanika (iii)Similipal (iv)Debrigarh (v)Phuldiha (vi)Ansupa (vii)Mahabinayak
during 2012-13 a new Eco-Tourism site at Saliapalli is Ghumsar north division has
been developed.
Forest production and Management: With graving population there has been
tremendous pressure on the forests both for forest produce as well as for first land .
Protection of forests and wild life is one of the most important mandates. The state is
divided in to 281 ranges, 1001 sections and 3674 Beats. The average forest area per
beat comes to 15.82 sg kms , per forest section 58.7 sg kms and per range 206.88 sg
kms. It is quite high from the management point of view. The following measures have
been taken to strengthen the forest protection.







208 forest check grates set up of vulnerable transit points all over state
276 forest protection squads comprising of 10 local youths in each squad have
been engaged in different forest divisions.
19 APR units deployed in 19 forest divisions to assist forest staff in protection
activities.
In the state , so far 12166 VSS have been formed and they have been assigned a
total 11547 sg km of forest land for protection besides 463 numbers of Ecodevelopment communities have been formed in the protected areas to undertake
protection activities.
Rewards are being given to informer's staff public etc as per reward for
detection of forest offence rule 2004 to encourage them to co-operate in forest
protection activities.

Wild life, Ecology and Environment: In Odisha, there are nineteen wild life
sanctuaries covering an area of 8352.19 sg kms and one national park „Bhitar Kanika‟
spread over 145 sg km. Kapilash wild life sanctuary in Dhenkanal district is the latest
notified national sanctuary tiger reservoirs and three elephant reservoirs in the state.
Bhitar Kanika national park and similipal national park (proposed) are exquisite and
very different from each other. The two notified tiger reservoirs of Odisha are Similipal
Tiger reserve in Mayurbhanj district and the Satakoshia Tiger reserve in Angul district.
In order to check the movement of wild elephants of Chandaka – Dampara
sanctuary works have been in itiated for restoration of the elephant proof trenches and
water passages.
Three elephant reserves (ER) namely Mayurbhanj ER, Mahanadi ER and
Sambalpur ER were notified in 2001 and 2002 respectively.
By 2012-13 1661 salt water crocodiles were found is Bhitarakanika river system
204 muggar crocodiles in Satakosia/Mahanadi river , river systems of Similipal reserve
and Ghodahada reservoir in Ganjam district. Six Gharials have been traced is Mahanadi
river system.
The mass nesting sites of olive Ridley see turtles are located at Gahiramatha
Sanctuary, Rushikulya and Devi maths.
During 2012-13 Dolphin is Chilika lagoon was 152. The wister welcomes many
arian guests to Chilika, Bhitarakanika and other water spread areas in the state. Chilika
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lagoon receives over 7.5 lakh birds every year. Nalabana a notified sanctuary of Chilika
is a major attraction for the wiged visitors.
Policy initiatives and actions are under taken by the state for protecting
environment and maintaining ecological stability.
Odisha pollution control Board (OPCB): The Odisha Pollution Control Board
functions under the administrative control of state Forest and Environment Department
and ensures the implementation of the Environment Acts, Pollution controlling rules
and regulations.
The Odisha state control zone Management Authority
This Authority has been constituted by the Government of India to enforce the
coastal zone management plan and monitor violations of coastal zone regulations.
Odisha Environment Management Fund:
Odisha Environment Management Fund is a Trust constituted to take steps for
rehabilitation of degraded environment
Centre for Environmental studies (CES)
Centre for Environmental studies is a registered society, whose aim is to
promote environmental awareness is the state.
In order to encourage environmental protection, the state government awards Prakruti
Mitra, Prakruti Bandhu awards to voluntary organizations/villages/national institutions
and individuals.
State forestry awards are conferred on the occasion of world forestry day every
year, for outstanding work in afforestation and plantation activities to Grampanchayats,
educational institutes and individual students.
Biju Pattnaik award for wild life conservation is being given for outstanding
contribution is the field of wild life conservation.
1.6 THE INDUSTRY SECTOR
Industrial growth becomes vital for the state for achieving success for the overall and
broad based development of economy. It is only through years of endeavours and
efforts that Odisha Could succeed for the development and modernisation of its
economy that is through the development of large medium and small industries along
with the development of other sectors. The state has been making all possible attempts
to create a pro-industry environment. For a state richly endowed with the mineral
resources development of industry is an important trigger for sustained growth. The
industry sector is broken down in to manufacturing, mining and quarrying, electricity,
gas and water supply quarrying.
1.6.1 Manufacturing
Odisha is well on its way to becoming a favoured manufacturing destination for
companies especially for mineral based industry. This has enabled the state to sign
MoUs with reputed investors across states like steed, aluminium cement, power etc.
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The manufacturing subsector is further divided is to two sub-sectors: registered and
unregistered or formal and informal manufacturing. The share of registered
manufacturing is the total manufacturing sector has been higher than 88 percent and
increasing over time. The unregistered manufacturing sub-sector is employment
intensive hence has its importance.
Industries in Odisha are classified is to five categories on the basis of
investment: large scale heavy industries large scale industries small and medium scale
industries handicraft and cottage industries and Khali and Village industries.
Large scale Industries:
Large scale industries heavy or otherwise include firms that produce iron and
still, cement, aluminium, ferromanganese fertilizers chemicals, aeronautical items
heavy water textiles, refractory, ceramic glass and paper. Most large scale industries in
Odisha are mineral-based.
Steel is the backbone of industry is the state. Odisha has about 10 percent of the
total steel production capacity of the country, while it has 25 per cent of the total iron
ore reserves of the country. Rourkela steel plant is the oldest still plant is the state. The
other major plants include Vedanta, Jisdal, Tata, Essar, Bhusan Power and steel etc.
Odisha stands number one is India with respect to aluminium production
capacity and actual production after Vedanta Aluminium Limited (VAL) commenced
production. NALCO and VAL together produce 50 percent of the total aluminium
production of India.
Micro small and medium Enterprises (MSME): The micro small and medium
Enterprises has been recognized as engine of growth all over the country for its
effective contribution to employment generation help ensure equitable distribution of
the national income and facilitate mobilization of private sector resources of capital and
skill. The growth of the MSME sub-sector is being emphasized not only because of its
potential for generation of employment opportunities but also for its contribution to
industrial output is the state.
The maximum numbers of MSME belong to the repairing and services subsector (34-3 percent). It is the food and allied sectors that have the highest number of
MSMES (21-5 percent) and investment (27-16 percent) In employment generation it is
the second highest employment generating sub-sector (20.11 percent) followed by the
glass and ceramics sub-sector (19.8 percent).
Industrial sickness among MSME remains a major problem. They have been
provided with different types of subsidies including fiscal subsidies which include (i)
Rebate on land (ii) Capital Investment subsidy (iii) Interest subsidy (iv) Power subsidy
and reimbursement of expenditure in curred for quality certification up to 50 percent.
Coir Industry: Odisha has a coastline of about 480 kms. It is one of the major coconut
producing states and ranked fifth at all India level. Coir fibre production is the state is
around 3660 million tonne per annum. Coir industry is labour intensive and 80 percent
of the workers engaged is spinning of coir yarn are rural women. During 2012-13 about
280 artisans have been trained is 14 field training centres and 297 artisans deputed on
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exposure visits to acquire knowledge on modern technology. There is one Government
coir training centre with 150 is take capacity where 1624 persons have been trained by
the end of March 2011.
Handi Craft and cottage industries: Odisha has earned a unique reputation for its
cottage and handicraft products people of the state have inherited an excellent legacy is
preparing these products. The state in fact is considered as the land of handicraft which
is an integral part of our cultural heritage. The handicrafts sector constitute a significant
segment of the decentralized sector of the state‟s economy as it provides employment to
lakhs of artisans especially is the weaker sections of our society both is rural and urban
areas with less capital investment. The state has several crafts is which many artisans
have been honoured with National Awards including Padma awards.
In view of visible shift is people‟s choice from the products of the Cottage
industries to alternative products available from other sources, the state Government
have taken various measures for strengthening infrastructure and financial base of this
sector by assisting co-operatives and artisans for augmenting production and sale.
A new scheme “Modernization and Technologies up-graduation of Handicraft
Industries is being implemented is the state to enhance the productivity and to facilitate
mass production is handicraft sector. Marketing assistance is being provided to cooperative/SHGS/individual artisans through exhibitions ogranised inside as well as
outside the state.
Handloom and Sericulture:
This sector occupies an important place in presenting the State‟s heritage and
culture. The handloom products of Odisha have received national and international
recognition for their highly artistic designs, crafts man ship and durability of their
products. Odisha is also known for its exquisite silk and Taser fabrics. Sericulture is an
agro-based industry providing employment to the rural poor on a large scale. The state
Government have laid emphasis on development of the handloom sector and
improvement of socio-economic condition of weavers. Some major schemes which
have been implemented for improvement of this sector are promotion of handloom
industries, Integrated Handloom development scheme cluster development programme,
group Approach, marketing and export promotion scheme, Health Insurance scheme
and Mahatma Gandhi Bunakar Bima Yojana.
The state has a rich traditional heritage of Taser culture by tribes concentrated is
19 districts. About 46,828 nos of SC/ST families are practicing Taser culture in Odisha.
Mulberry sericulture is non-traditional is the state and is practiced in 12 districts. In
order to support the sericulture's in Tasareri and mulberry sector, a number of schemes
are in operation. Farmers are being provided with improved technology for HYV food
plants Dfls rearing house grain age houses and marketing supported through the
schemes.
In Odisha co-operative Tasar and silk Federation Ltd (SERIFED) is the cooperative organization in the state that promotes and supports silk cocoon production
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and marketing. There are 62 primary Tasar rearers' co-operative societies, 36 primary
mulberry rearers co-operative society affiliated to SERIFED.
Textile Sector: At present eight co-operative spinning mills, one ginning unit and ten
power looms exist under the Odisha state co-operative spinning Wills federation Ltd.
Out of these one spinning mill was privatized is 1993. The production activities of the
remaining six co-operative spinning mills and all power looms societies have been
closed since long. These units are in the process of privatization/liquidation. The state
has liquidated Odisha state power looms weavers servicing societies and transferred ten
powers loom to SPINFED, a semi government organization.
Policy Initiatives: Odisha Industrial policy resolutions 2001 and 2007 have put in place
a robust policy frame work for industrial promotion and investment facilitation in the
state. Some specific policy objectives are:







To develop employment intensive sectors such as handicrafts, handloom, khadi
and village industries, coir and salt.
To promote sector such as IT, biotechnology agro, marine products food
processing, tourism textiles and apparel and automotive industries.
To arrest Industry sickness and promote revival and rehabilitation of potentially
viable sick industries.
To create awareness so that MSME sector is able to respond to opportunities
and challenges emerging under World Trade Organization.
To categorise ancillary and downstream industries as thrust sectors.
To adopt a cluster development approach for enhancing competitiveness among
potential sectors.

The IPR of 2007 addresses the issues of policy frame work to enlarge and enhance the
prospects of industrial promotion is the state. It offers a number of is centives and
policy directives with a view to accelerate the tempo of industrial growth in Odisha.
These incentives and policy directives include operation of single window mechanism,
infrastructure
development
mechanisms
public
private
partnership
,
rehabilitation/renival of sick units, Human resource Development.
Public-private partnerships (PPP)
The public –private partnership mode is being encouraged is the state for
harnessing the private sector efficiencies for the development of economic and quality
infrastructure is the state.
Odisha Food Processing Policy:
The Odisha food processing policy 2013 aims at creating a conducive
environment for investments is the state for the promotion of food processing
industries, for higher value addition land there by for creation of more of direct and
indirect employment opportunities. MSME Department and IDCO have been looking in
to the development of infrastructural facilities like establishment of mega food parks
and sea food parks to facilitate the growth of food processing Industries in the state.
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Memorandum of understanding (MOUS) with state public sector Undertakings
(PSUS)
Public Enterprises Department has encouraged different public sector under
takings encouraged different public sector under takings to sign memoranda of
Undertakings (MOUs) to improve their accountability and efficiency.
Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)
This centrally sponsored scheme provides credit-linked subsidy and aims at
generating employment opportunities through establishment of Micro enterprises in
rural and urban areas. It is implemented through (a) Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) (b) Khadi & Village Industries Board (KVIB) and (c) District
Industries Centres (DIC)
Ancillary and Downstream Industries: Directorate of Industries coordinates with
large industries for promotion of ancillary and downstream industries. Central public
sector Industries (CPUS) operating in the state have procured spares and consumables.
Cluster Development Programme: This scheme envisages development of enterprises
in cluster mode, introduction of common facility centers and creation of Industrial
Infrastructure. Odisha Industrial Infrastructure Development.
Corporation (IDCO): IDCO has been entrusted with the responsibility of creating
infrastructure facilities is industrial estates across the state.
Industrial Promotion and Investment Corporation of Odisha Ltd (IPICOL):
IPICOL is the key promotional institution is corporate in 1973 with the main objective
of accelerating the pace of industrial development is the state by promoting large and
medium scale industries in Odisha. It functions as the secretariat of Team Odisha‟
which is a broad institutional frame work of the state Government under Odisha
Industries facilitation Act 2004-IPICOL is also declared as state Nodal agency (SNLA)
in 2005 for implementation of single Window system (SWS) series. Since inception
IPICOL has assisted about 285 industries in the state with long term loan. Industrial
Development Corporation of Odisha Ltd.
(IDCOL): IDCOL was set up in 1962 to support large and medium scale industries in
the state. It has set up 15 industry units in the state. As a park of the public sector
reforms policy of the Government, stick subsidiary companies were dis invested or
assets were sold. Presently it continues as the holding company of the following
subsidiary companies.





IDCOL Kalinga Iron Works Ltd at Barbil.
IDCOL Ferro Chrome and Alloys Ltd (IFCAL) at Jajpur Road.
IDCOL software Ltd at Bhubaneswar
Konark Jute Limited, Dhanamandal.

Odisha Small Industries Corporation (OSIC): The OSIC was established in 1972
with the main objective to aid and assist the SSI units for their all-round growth and
development.
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Its major activities are: Raw material Assistance Scheme: OSIC provides various
types of raw materials to SSI units through twelve raw material depots spread all over
the state. Presently it deals with raw materials like iron and steel, TISCON bars,
aluminium ingots, plastics, bitumen and coal.
Marketing Assistance Scheme: It provides product and Project marketing assistance to
small scale units and participates in tenders and liaison with public and private sectors
for procurement of bulk orders. Its main marketing products include agricultural
implements and dual desks.
Odisha Khadi and Village Industries Board (OK & VIB) : OK & VIB is a statutory
Organization constituted in 1956. In promotes Khadi and Village Industries within the
state with financials support from the Khadi and Village Industries Commission. The
Board has provided financial assistance for setting up KVI units to 1865 co-operative
socities including 337 artisan multipurpose industry co-operative societies and extended
financial support to 358 individuals under the consortium Bank Credit Scheme through
different co-operative and Regional Rural Banks. Gramodyag Rozgar Yojana also
known as Rural Employment Generation Programme is also implemented in the state
through KVIB.
Odisha State Financial Corporation (OSFC): OSFC established in 1956, has played
a pivotal role in extending credit support and financial services to first generation
entrepreneurs to set up MSME is the state and there by facilitate growth of industries in
the Odisha. It has completed move than five decades of dedicated service in financing
MSME and has contributed to the process of economic development of the state in
terms of value addition, emplo9yment generation and Mobilization of capital,
entrepreneurship, skill development and export earnings. Due to structural in the
economy many of the MSME in the state could not cope up with the increasing
competition and became sick. This adversely affected the financial health of OSFC.
Now OSFC is on revival path, restructured and rejuvenated with support from state
Government and other stake holders like SIDBI, IDBI and Banks. OSFC has resumed
its lending activities from March 2010 and is striving for an early turn around.
Directorate of Export promotion and Marketing: The Directorate has been declared
as the nodal agency for providing marketing support to registered and rate contract
holding industrial units and rendering technical assistance for promoting exports.
1.6.2 Mining and Quarrying
Odisha is richly endowed with large varieties of Minerals like chromites bauxite,
graphite, iron ore, manganese ore limestone day, quartz and quartzite mickel, copper,
lead coal and many precious stones. The state occupies a prominent place in the
minerals map of the country both in term of deposits and production. Endowed with
rich minerals, Odisha has huge potential for rapid industrialization process. In recent
years, the mining and quarrying sub-sector has been contributing about 7.2 percent
towards Odisha‟s real gross state domestic product (GSDP) at 2004-05 prices. In terms
of value of output of minerals Odisha ranks highest is the India in recent years and its
share has been increasing. By 2010 it could be known from surveys that about 93
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percent of Chromite and Nickel, 52 percent of Bauxite, 44 per cent of manganese, 33
percent of Iron ore and 24 percent of coal deposits of India are located in the state. Coal
deposits in the state constitute a very important and impressive position within the state
it constitutes the lion‟s share (88 percent) of all the mineral deposits, followed by iron
ore and bauxite. Iron ore is the most important mineral is the export basket of all the
minerals.
Mining and Quarrying provides employment to different sections including
tribal groups. Employment is the sector does not show a steady increasing trend. This is
because the sector has been increasingly employing labour saving and capital intensive
production techniques and technology over the years. In May further be noted that 78
percent of the employed work force get engaged is the iron ore and coal sub-sectors. In
Odisha there is Odisha Mining Corporation limited (OMC) which was established is
1956 is the largest state public sector unit is the country‟s mining sector.
1.6.3 The Electricity
Power sub-sector is a vital sub-sector of the economy since all the sectors depend on its
further performance. The power consumption is the state has been increasing day by
day. The share of domestic sector has shown a declining trend from 35.68 percent in
2001-02 to 24.81 percent is 2008-09. It has an increasing trend thereafter. It touched
31.44 percent of the total power consumption is the state during 2012-13. On the other
hand the share of industrial sector has been declining since 2008-09 from 55.74 percent
and now it has reached 45.36 percent. There were 46.51 lakh power consumers is the
were domestic consumers. Out of total 46.51 lakh power consumers, about 70.37 per
cent were from rural Odisha.
The supply of power to a region is measured by installed capacity and
availability for consumption. The installed capacity of the state has already doubled
from 2005-06 to 2012-13, while the availability of power stood for behind the installed
capacity is lower and may be attributed to several factors including capacity utilization,
transmission and distribution losses.
During the peak demand period, however shortage of supply of power is
observed; during 2012-13 the peak demand was 3300 net megawatt (MW) while the
amount net during peak hours was 2600 net MW resulting in a deficit of 21.2 per cent
which is higher than the all-India average of peak-period deficit of 9.81 per cent.
As regards supply of power there are three sources the state the centre and
captive power plants installed by industries such as National Aluminium Company
(NALCO) Indian charge chrome Limited (ICCL) Rourkela steel plant (RSP), Indian
Aluminium Limited (INDAL) Nilachal Ispat Nigam Limited (NINL) Naba Bharat
Venture Limited (NBVL) (Meramundali) Jindal steel and others.
Odisha is making efforts for Village electrification. Out of 47529 villages in
Odisha 88 percent villages have been electrified by the end of 31st March,2013 as
against all India figures of 94.4 percent . Eight states e.g. West Bengal ,
Tamilnadu,Sikkim, Punjab, Kerala, Haryana, Goa, Andhra Pradesh and Delhi have
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achieved complete electrification and another five states such as Himachal Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Karnatak, Gujarat, Uttarkhanda have achieved 99.9 percent.
Compared to 2005-06 the states total consumption of power has increased by 60
percent by the end of 2012-13 but the rural urban disparity in consumption of power
remains high. By the end of March, 2013 out of 47,529 is habited villages 41,836
villages were electrified nearly 12 percent villages are yet to be electrified out of total
46.51 lakh consumers 32.73 lakh (70.4 percent) were from rural areas.
Govt Initiatives is power sector:
In order to make the state self sufficient in power generation, state Government
has signed 29 Mous with independent power producers (IPPS) to set up power plants
with a total generating capacity of 40,620 MW , of which the state share is expected to
be 7259 MW . Out of these two IPPS have already started generation of 2450 MW of
power and supply the state share to GRIDCO. In addition there is expected to be a share
of 4860 MW from National Thermal Power Limited (NTPC) Gajamara, NTPC
Darlipali, NTPC-Talcher. Thermal Power station (TTPS) expansion and Odisha UMPP
projects.
The state Government has also taken a series of measures for creating additional
power generation capacity, demand-side management reduction of transmission and
distribution (T&D) losses and modernization / renovation of old units. There are
currently three general sources of power generation including the central-sector the state
sector and private-sector units. Transmission lines are provided and maintained by the
Odisha Power Transmission Corporation Limited (OPTCL). The distribution task has
been handed over to privately managed companies. Western Electricity supply
company (WESCO) , North Electricity supply company (NESCO) southern Electricity
supply Company (SOUTHCO) and central Electricity supply Utility (CESU). The state
has entrusted the commercial side to the Grid Corporation of Odisha. They negotiate
bulk selling to distributing companies. GRIDCO and OPTCL are both owned by the
Government of Odisha.
Although the distribution companies are private, they are not totally
independent. The Odisha Electricity Regulatory Commission (OERC) established in
1996, is a critical intermediary between these companies and consumers. It determines
tariff rates and is entrusted with the responsibility for promoting efficiency and
protecting the interests of consumers.
Grid Corporation of Odisha (GRIDCO) : GRIDCO purchases power from sources
like OHPC, OPGC, NTPC and CPPS in the state. It receives the state‟s share from
central-sector power stations viz, Farakka, Kahalgaon and Kaniha through the Esatern
Region Electricity Board (EREB) system. It is also involved in the trading of surplus
power in the Availability Best Tariff (ABT) regime. The existing generation capacity
which is available for Odisha is 4937 MW comprising state Hyde 2085 MW, state
thermal 1208 MW and central allocation 1644 MW. Being the designated state
Government agency GRIDCO has already executed power purchase agreement with 29
Independent power producers (IPPS) NTPC and OPGC for procuring additional 11,370
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MW power. It is expected that Odisha will turn is to a surplus state by 2015-16. During
2012-13 GRIDCO PROCURED ABOUT 239 MW power from different captive power
plants and 89 MW from other sources and sold 136 MW power to other states.
Odisha power Transmission Corporation Ltd (OPTCL): OPTCL is a separate entity
that was created in 2005. It ensures the development of an effective and economical
system of intra-state and inter-state transmission lines for smooth flow of electricity
from generating stations to lead centers. It has commissioned many grid substations and
transmission lines. Some Major activities of OPTCL are:





Improvement is low Voltage problem.
Construction of Grid sub-stations including transmission lines.
Capacity augmentation
Tender activities.

OPTCL has taken up steps for up gradation of sub-station capacities.
Odisha Hydro Power Corporation (OHPC) : At present OHPC have six ongoing
projects and one joint hydro-electric project with a total installed capacity of 2062 MW.
The capacity augmentation is due to:







Operation of Upper Indrāvati Hydro Electric Project (600MW) at Mukhiguda.
Renovation and Modernization of units 1,2,3 and 04 of Hirakud Hydroeletric
projects at Burla.
Installation of two units of Balimela Hydro Electric Projects of 150 MW.
OHPC and OMC have together & located a joint venture company namely
Odisha Thermal Power Corporation Ltd (OTPC) for setting up a thermal power
plant of 2400 MW capacity, Processes like land acquisition, forest clearance and
other statutory clearance are under progress.
Green energy Development Corporation of Odisha Ltd (GEDCOL) has been
incorporated as 100% subsidiary of OHPC with an objective to promote
investment projects and various green energy sources and to develop and
execute special renewable energy projects on commercial or demonstration
basis. GEDCOL has been declared as the nodal agency for development of Grid
solar energy projects in Odisha.

Odisha Power Generation Corporation (OPGC): OPGC is a Government company
and a gold category state PSU incorporated in 1984 and jointly managed by the
Government of Odisha and AES, a private U.S company. The company has set up two
thermal power plants of 210 MW each in IB valley area of Jharsuguda district. It has
also undertakes the construction of seven mini Hyde stations. OPGC has received many
awards Viz the state Base safety Award and Green Tech Excellence Gold Award.
Initiatives to awards rural Electrification: Both the Government of India and the
state Government have stressed the urgent need for expeditious electrification in rural
areas. As per the MOU signed with the Government of India the state Government is
committed to electrify each household during the 12th plan. A state-level monitoring
committee has been constituted for the purpose.
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Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY): Launched is April 2005,
this central scheme aims to provide electricity to all villages having a population of 100
and more in five years. It envisages 90 percent as capital subsidy and 10 percent as loan
to the state Government. The scheme has been executed in Odisha by central PSUs such
as NTPC NHPC and PGCFL. In order to ensure Electricity to all” the state Government
has launched the Biju Gram Jyoti Yojana (BGJY) flagship scheme in 2007-08 with a
target for electrification of habitations having less than 100 population and the BPL
households in those habitations which are not covered under RGGVY.
Biju Saharachala Vidyutikaran Yojana (BSVY): For providing access to electricity
to the people living is an un-electrified area of urban local bodies the state Government
has launched the Biju Saharanchal Vidyutkaran Yojana in 2010-11. Three municipal,
37 municipalities and 63 NACs of the state have been covered under the scheme.
Development Programme for Electrical system Improvement (DESI): The state
Government has launched a new initiative “DESI” as a crucial supplement of Rural
Electrification schemes like BGJY and RGGYY aiming at dovetailing funding support
for replacement additional transformers in place of burnt/over loaded transformers and
associated conductors and other system improvement by way of convergence of
resources from various development schemes.
Renewable and Alternative Energy Development and use: While thermal and hydro
based energy is the mainstay of the state‟s power supply several schemes are in
operation to tap alternative energy sources. The Odisha Renewable Energy
Development Agency (OREDA) is the apex agency under the Department of Science
and Technology Government of Odisha. It looks after renewable and alternative energy
projects.
Remote village Electrification Programme (RVEP): This programme targets
electrification by-non convectional energy sources of those un-electrified remote
villages and un-electrified hamlets where grid connectivity is neither feasible nor cost
effective. Financial assistance is provided by both the centre and the state for this
programme. So far 1503 villages have been covered under this programme.
1.6.4 Water Supply
Many health hazards can be overcome by supply of clean and safe drinking
water. In both rural and urban areas, the coverage is Odisha remained lower than
national average.
As per 2011 census out of total 96.61 lakh households in the State only 13.8 per
cent households using Tap Water, while 19.5 percent using well and 61.5 percent using
Hand Pump / Tube Well for drinking water purposes. In case of SC household the
corresponding figures stood at 41.3 percent 8.3 percent and 47.3 percent respectively
and in case of ST households these figures were 24.8 percent, 21.1 percent and 47.0
percent respectively. Besides out of total 96.61 lakh house hold 22.4 percent house hold
have drinking water sources is their own premises while 42.2 percent house hold have
using water sources near their premises and 35.4 percent away their house hold.
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Rural Water Supply: The Rural Drinking Water supply sector started in 1972-73 with
the launch of Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme (ARWSP) by the Govt. of
India. Subsequently Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Misson, Swajaldhara
programme were launched. In order to emphasize on ensuing sustainability of water
availability in terms of portability, adequacy, convenience affordability and equity with
decentralized approach. National Rural Drinking Water for all, at all times in rural
areas. By the end of 2007, 1113 PWS schemes, 257,768 spot sources, 160 spring based
water supply project and 1228 Swajaladhara projects were in operation in the state.
There were 1,41,928 rural habitation is the state as on 1st April 2011 of which
73,011 were partially covered habitation. During 2011-12 priority was given to quality
affected habitation and partially covered habitations. Accordingly 92 partially covered
habitations and 1544 quality affected habitation have been provided with drinking water
facility during 2011-12 and partially covered habitation reduced to 67,919.
At the end of 2011-12, there were 3,16,281 functional spot sources and 7923
piped water supply projects in the state including 16,795 spot sources and 850 pipe
water supply project commissioned during 2011-12. Here it may be mentioned that the
average life span of hand pump tube well is about 10 years and 4 to 5 percent of the
total tube wells are becoming permanently defunct annually. In addition to the above
3592 schools and 1743 Anganwadi centers have been provided with safe drinking water
facility during 2011-12.
State Government has proposed to provide piped drinking water in all those 845
GPs where it is still a distant dream. In first phase it will be implemented in 1256 GP
and subsequently all the panchayat would be covered under this scheme. In the first
phase storage based stand posts will be constructed in 1660 villages. The water tank
will be of 1000-2000 litters capacity. The Government also decided to install tube wells
on raised plat form in all the 6473 villages which are vulnerable to floods. Provision of
safe drinking water in rural areas is one of the activities under Bharat Nirman.
Urban Water Supply : At present about 807-74 million litters of drinking water is
supplied per day to 103 ULBs and 2 census towns benefiting a population of 60.54
lakh. Out of this, about 22-94 lakh Urban populations are benefited through 3-03 lakh
house connections and the rest 37-92 lakh population are served through 22,611 nos. of
public stand posts. Besides there are 28,327 nos. of hand pump tube wells functional in
different Urban Local Bodies and census. Towns to cater to the water demand during
non-supply hours and demand of population residing in areas uncovered by pipe water
supply system.
At present out of 1872 wards of 103 ULBs, 1153 wards are fully covered 564
wards are partly covered and 155 wards are not covered with piped water supply
system. An amount of Rs 73.74 crore has been provided for 509 water supply schemes
with total project cost of Rs 716.22 crore out of which 1223 are new schemes and
balance 386 are ongoing projects. Till the end of March 2013, 359 schemes have been
completed and balance on-going projects are indifferent stages of execution Besides
during 2012-13 there is budget provision of Rs 11.00 crore for sinking of 2155 hand
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pump tube well in scarcity pockets of different ULBs , of which 1320 have been
completed by the end of 2012-13.
1.7 SERVICE SECTOR IN ODISHA
Through service sector comprises sub-sector such as banking and insurance real
estate, public administration, trade, hotels and restaurants, construction, transport
communication and social sectors including education health etc. basically the
subsectors like banking and insurance transport and communication, science and
technology are emphasized and is social sector education and health are focused.
1.7.1 Banking and Insurance
The vast net work of financial institutions helps an economy to augment its
savings and channel them towards efficient utilization . At constant prices (2004-05) the
banking and insurance sector expects to contribute 11.33 percent of GSDP of the
service sector and a real growth rate of 12-13 percent is 2013-14 in Odisha over the
previous year. The average population served by a bank branch is the state is roughly
equal to 11,190. In case of commercial bank it is 12,284. The state has improved its
commercial bank density from 16,000 is 2001-02 to 12,284 by the end of March 2013.
The total amount of bank deposits has been increasing consistently. More than 96
percent bank deposits were with commercial banks. However co-operative banks also
play a major role as they concentrate in rural areas and support agriculture is a major
way. Though the per capita bank deposit in Odisha has increased to Rs 24,232 during
2012-13 it is far behind the national average of Rs 56,380/-.
Credit-deposit Ratio that is ratio of loans advanced to total deposits and services
as an important indicator of banking activity. A ratio is the range of 60-65 per cent is
considered moderate which is neither too risky nor too conservative. During 2011-12
and 2012-13 the credit-deposit ratio of public sector banks showing as increasing trend
and create all time record to touch 87.09 percent during 2012-13.
Further more, between commercial banks and co-operative banks; it is the later
who take the lead is advancing loans to agriculture and to weaker sections of the
community. Private sector banks hardly advance any loans to weaker sections. Even the
role of public sector banks for these sections is limited. In this regard, regional rural
banks take the lead.
Banks in the state are not totally unregulated in granting loans. There is a district
level co-ordination committee (DLCC) for each district which prepares the Animal
credit plan (ACP) under the leadership of NABARD. As per the ACP, banks extend
loans to priority sectors.
Co-operative Banks: The co-operative banking structure plays a pivotal role is the
dispensation of both farm and non-farm credit is the state. It consists of three
institutional net works namely … short term co-operative credit (b) long term cooperative credit and (c) urban co-operative banks.
Short term co-operative credit sector: The short term co-operative credit sector
consists of 2708 primary agricultural co-operative societies (PACS) including 214 large
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sized Adivasi multi – purpose co-operative societies and 6 Farmers service co-operative
societies (FSCS) 17 District central co-operative Banks with 323 branches and the
Odisha state co-operative Bank with 14 branches at the apex level. This sector provides
agricultural credit to member farmers for carrying out agricultural operations including
purchase of agricultural inputs like certified high yielding varieties of seeds, fertilizers,
pesticides and agricultural implements. It also renders assistance for storage and
marketing of agricultural produce and helps members to get remunerative prices for
their produce. PACS, LAMPs and Farmer service co-operative society with their vast
outreach provide easy access of credit to small and magical farmers and the
marginalized sections of society.
Agricultural Term Loan: The co-operative credit sector provides term loans for
agricultural and allied purposes for capital investment asset creation land improvement,
farm mechanization, plantations as investment credit, open to both scheme-based farm
sector and non-farm sector.
Pady Procurement: Co-operatives have taken is initiative in linking credit with
marketing of agricultural produce. In order to enable farmers to get remunerative prices
for their agricultural produce. PACs and LAMPs, as agents of the state Government
have taken up paddy procurement and marketing. This has helped farmers as well as
boosted the recovery of PACs.
Credit Linkage to SHG: To extend institutional credit to the poor and marginalized
sections a bank linkage programme for self Help Groups (SHGs) has been put in place
since 2003-04 through PACs and DCCB branches.
Long-term co-operative credit sector: The long-term credit co-operative sector is
two-tiered, consisting of the Odisha state co-operative Agricultural and Research
Development (OSCARD) Bank at the help and 56 primaries co-operative Agricultural
and Rural Development (CARD) Banks. The CARD banks operate at sub-divisional
level and provide long term credit support for capital investment for land development
major irrigation farm mechanization is land fisheries, plantation and horticulture. They
also provide finance for non-farm activities like small road transport and small-scale
composite schemes. This sector gets rerefiance facilities from NABARD.
Urban-Co-operative Banks: At present 12 urban co-operative Banks are functioning is
the state providing finances for self-employment to un-employed youth and other
minimum banking services like acceptance of deposits in urban and semi-urban areas.
Kalinga Kissan Gold cards (KKGC): With a View to motivate members for timely
repayment of loans, Kalinga Kissan Gold cards (KKGC), an innovative scheme was
designed by the Odisha state co-operative Bank and introduced is 2001. Farmers who
are members of PACs with a default free status for atleast two years are eligible under
this scheme. Through KKGC , a farmer gets facilities like consumption and educational
loans with less interest free personal accident insurance up to Rs 25,000/-, concessions
on share linkages in respect of all loans educational loans for their children the
provision to purchase fertilizers and pesticides from any retail outlets of their choice
and exposure visits to advanced agricultural farms.
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Swarozgar credit card & Artisan credit card: The credit card aims at providing
timely and instant credit –as working capital and bbck capital-for self –employment and
income generating activities. It targets small artisans handloom weavers, fishermen,
self-employed persons risk show owners and other micro entrepreneurs.
Implementation of National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (NAIS): During the last
26 crop seasons 1444-10 lakh farmers have been covered under the crop Insurance
scheme and premium amounting to Rs 481.80 crore was collected. Insurance claims of
Rs 1399.77 crore have been settled in favour of 26.29 lakh farmers till Kharif 2012.. A
new crop insurance scheme known as weather based crop Insurance scheme was
introduced in the state on a pilot basis in blocks- Under scheme 3.14 lakh farmers have
been covered with a premium amount of Rs 113.81 crore and Rs 32.18 crore has been
paid as claim is favour of 2,14,730 farmers till kharif 2012.
Bank Assistance to Non-agricultural Sectors: Bank provides loan different housing
loan schemes. Financial assistance for pisci culture development is being given is the
state through fish farmer's development agencies.
Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY) has been restructured to National
Rural Divelihood Mission (NRLM) with effect from 1st April 2012. By the end of 201112 , 1,36,770 loan applications were sanctioned and disbursements were made with
respect to 1,29,363 cases. During 2012-13, 159 loan application were sanctioned and Rs
147.15 lakh disbursed.
Swarna Jayanti Sahari Rojgar Yojana (SJSRY): Under
this
scheme
3274
applications were sponsored by banks during 2012-13 and 2737 were sanctioned credit
worth Rs 85.09 crore was disbursed to 2570 beneficiaries.
Recovery Position of Banks: Despite several initiatives, the recovery of loans has not
been satisfactory. In remains as a major impediment to the expansion of banking as it
increases non-performing assets (NPA) and there by adversely affects the resource
position and profitability. In terms of recovery rate, private sector banks are best
performers with recovery rate of 73.2 percent is 2012-13 followed by co-operative
banks with 67.8 percent and RRBs with 58.8 percent. Public sector banks have
relatively very slow recovery rate of 40.2 percent during 2012-13.
Non-banking Financial Corporation (OSFC): This is the largest non-banking, state
Government-owned financial institution, providing financial assistance for the
establishment of small and medium scale industries is different sectors of the state‟s
economy.
Odisha Rural Housing and Development Corporation (ORHDC): The ORHDC was
established in 1994 with an aim to provide finance to rural poor for construction of their
dwelling units.
Private Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCS): Non – Banking Financial
companies are an important part of the Indian financial system. At present there are 17
registered NBFCs which function under the overall supervision of the Reserve Bank of
India, Bhubaneswar. All these companies are registered at „B‟ (Non-deposit taking) and
not authorized to accept deposit from public. Out of these 17 Companies 11 are loan
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companies, 5 are investment companies and one is in the category of Asset Finance
Company.
Postal Life Insurance (PLI) and Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI): The postal
Department of Government of India provides life Insurance under a number of schemes
for employees in Government, public sector banks and government aided educational
institutions aged between 19 to 55 years. The Central Government has also introduced
the Rural Postal Life Insurance scheme (RPLI) since 1995. Life Insurance activities
under both schemes have been increasing is an impressive manner.
Life Insurance Corporation of India: The Business of Life Insurance Corporation of
India in Odisha has been increasing during 2012-13. LIC issued about 12.50 lakh
policies and collected Rs700.36 crore towards first premium through its 56 branch
offices all over the state.
Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI): Established is 1990 SIDBI
serves as a principal financial Institution for promoting financing and developing
industries is the small scale sector especially is rural and semi-urban areas. Through
primary lending institutions such as state Financial corporations, SIDBI provides
refinance assistance for expansion, up gradation, modernization and diversification of
existing SSI units and rehabilitation of sick units. It extends financial support to small
road transport operation, qualified professionals for self-employment small hospitals
and nursing homes and hotel and tourism related activities.
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD): Established
in 1982 NABARD has been working for rural prosperity through effective credit
support institutional development and other innovative initiatives. It has brought about
integrated and sustainable rural development by facilitating credit flow for promotion
and development of rural infrastructure, agriculture and rural non-farm sectors as well
as for institutional development. It has been set up the Rural Infrastructure
Development Fund (RIDF). It refinances qualified Banking Institutions.
NABARD continued its efforts to spread the message of “Development through credit”
among the farmers through the farmers clubs.
NABARD continued its programme of promoting the orchard-based development of
less-fertile lands is tribal areas.
NABARD up-scaled its watershed based Development Programme
Financial Inclusion has been receiving priority is NABARD so as to provide banking
services at the door steps of rural households. Grants were also provided to banks and
other institutions for various projects of financial literacy and awareness and also for
setting up of financial cause ling and literacy centers (FLCCS) by banks.
Special project of credit support have been undertaken is 19 left-wing extremism
(LWE) affected districts in Odisha most of which happen to be tribal pre-dominant
districts as a part of this approach. Women SHGs would be set up to cover each family
in these districts to provide income-support activities.
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The state credit seminar organized by NABARD this year had the focus on
Development of Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in Odisha.
Housing and Urban Development Corporation: HUDCO, India‟s premier technofinancing company is a major player in the area of Housing and Urban Infrastructure
finance offering a wide range of financing options and services. Apart from those
operations HUDCO offers consultancy services promotes research and studies. Its main
through has been on meeting the housing needs of the deprived i.e. Economically
Weaker Section (EWS) and Law Income Group (LIG). It has apprised four numbers of
proposals under Rajiv Awas Yojana which was subsequently approved by Government
of India.
Bhubaneswar Stock Exchange: The Bhubaneswar stock exchange was established in
1989 as a public limited company is order to mobilise saving for investment is local
enterprises. It started trading operations is 1991 after being recognized by the ministry
of finance Government of India. However its scale of operations has remained limited
so far. By end of 2012-13, 46 companies were listed with 173 members and 17
corporate members. The member brokers of the stock exchange conduct trading in the
National Stock Exchange (NSE) segment of ISE security and services Ltd (ISS) a
wholly owned subsidiary company of Inter connected stock exchange of India Ltd.
1.7.2 Transport and Communication
Transport plays pivotal role is improving efficiency and productivity of various
economic activities, social sector development human settlements and overall
performance of economic growth. Transport sector includes all major modes of
transport like road transport, railways, airways and water transport.
The state Government has accorded a high priority to develop transport and
communication with a view to promoting development of backward areas and
connecting remote habitations to growth and service centres. Improving Bijli (i.e.
electrification particularly to and within villages) sadak i.e. improving the quantity and
quantity of roads of all types and providing round the year connecting to villages) and
pani (i.e. developing water sources for both irrigation and drinking purposes) is one of
the core development strategies of the state Government.
Roads: India‟s road net work is 3.3 million kilometre long and carries 65 percent of
freight and 80 percent of passenger traffic. In the absence of adequate rail network is
Odisha roads are crucial in providing connectivity to all habitations. The state has a
total road length of 2,50,836 km by the end of 2012-13. The road net work of the state
consists of national highways, state high ways, major district roads and village rural
roads.
Road Length in Odisha by types 2012-13.
Types of Road

Length (Kms)

National Highways

3593.282

Express Highway

38.400

State Highways

3568.728
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Urban Roads

18590.689

Rural Roads

28158.737

Major District Roads

4292.736

Other District Roads

7612.134

Panchayat Samiti Roads

25,702.51

Gram Panchayat Roads

1,45,367.72

Forest Roads

7545.799

Irrigation Roads

6277.00

GRIDCO Roads

88.00

Total

2,50,835.79

Road Density surface Road Density and Highways: Road density is a measure of the
extent of road networks is a region. It is usually defied as the total length of all roads
per 100 square Kilometer of area. Odisha fares better than the all India average with
respect to road density. The road length per 100 sq Km and per one lakh population in
Odisha was 161.1 km and 587.4 km is 2012-13 as against 142.7 kms and 387.5 kms at
All India level is 2010-11 respectively.
National Highways constitute only about 2 percent of the road net work but
carry about 40 percent of the total road traffic. Through Sixteen National Highways
measuring 3,593.282 km is length traverse of which 2,130.956 km are under the control
of the NH wing of the state PWD and the remaining 1462.326 km have been transferred
to the National Highway Authority of India for improvement under the Golden
Quadrilateral NHDP Phase-II and phase-IV B and port connectivity Programme.
Rural Roads and Connectivity: Rural road connectivity is needed for accelerated
socio-economic development of the state. The extent of rural road connectivity is
Odisha is far less than the requirement. So far only 62 percent villages have all weather
connectivity Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) Rural Infrastructure
Development Fund (RIDF) constituency wise Allotment (CWA) finance commission
award works (R&B) and special repair schemes are the major rural connectivity
programmes which are under implementation is the state.
PMGSY became a park of Bharat Nirman is 2005-06 with modified targets to
provide all weather connectivity to unconnected habitations with a population of 1000
or more is plain areas and 500 or more is hilly and tribal areas. There are other rural
connectivity programmes that augment resources for improving rural road connectivity
. Road Infrastructure development fund (RIDF) of NABARD is an important
programme that funds rural infrastructure projects is general and rural road projects in
particular. Rural connectivity programmes are also funded under RLTAP, Biju KBK
plan Gopabandhu Grameen Yojana, Biju Kandhamal O Gajapati Yojana and Back ward
regions Grant Fund (BRGF). The RLTAP and BRGF are funded by the Government of
India. The Biju KBK plan , Gopabandhu Grameen Yojana (GGY) Biju Kandhamal O.
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Gajapati Yojana and Biju Setu Yojana (Rural Bridges) are funded by the state out of its
resources. These initiations cater to the state resolve and focus on Bijli, Sadak and Pani.
Vehicles on roads amount to an average growth rate of more than 19 percent per year.
Two wheelers alone constitute 80.5 percent of total vehicles on roads followed by cars /
taxics and jeeps which constitutes 6.9 per cent . Goods vehicles have a share of 5.5
percent. Buses are a major means of road transport for common people in the state.
Policy for and Administration of Road Transport: Odisha has enunciated the state
Transport Policy 2007. The main objectives of this policy are to increase competition,
efficiency, transparency; accessibility and adequate availability of transport services in
the state ensure user friendly road transport and evolve an improved urban transport
system. The policy included forming institutional and regulatory mechanisms like the
Odisha Transport Infrastructure Development Authority (OTIDA) and (OTRAC). It
also identified special thrust are as to modernize railways, waterways and air ways in
the state.
The state Transport Authority (STA) is the apex regulatory body to administer
and manage the road transport sector. The Odisha state Road Transport corporation
(OSRTC) is the provider of transport services and amenities to passengers. The
activities of the corporation include revenue collections from motor vehicles and those
from motor vehicles related offences.
Railways: Rail routes pass through twenty four district of the state excluding Boudh
Deogarh, Kandhamal Kendrapara, Malkangiri, Nabarangpur. The density of coverage is
relatively highis some regions of the state, while central parts remain largely untouched.
By the end of 2010-11, the state had 2417 Kms of railway lines including 54 Kms of
narrow gauge lines. Over all railway coverage is poor in the state and this is one of the
factors that has hampered the pace of its industrial development. The railway route
length is the state per thousand sg kms which is the same as railway density is about 16
kms white the national railway density is around 20 kms.
Paradeep Port: Paradeep port is the only Major port is the state. Government of India
declared Paradeep port as the 8th Major port of India is April 1966. Making in the first
Major port on the East Coast Commissioned in independent India. The port is situated
210 nautical miles south of Kolkata and 260 nautical miles north of Visakhapatnam at
latitude 200-15-58.63” Nand longitude 860-40-27.34” on the East Coast. It has an
artificial type of lagoon of 500 meters length, 160 meters width and one turning circle
of 520 meter diameter.
The port is equipped with 14 berths three single point mourning and one Ro
Rojelty for handling various cargoes of this, 5 berths are fully mechanized for handling
of iron ore thermal coal and POL. Two berths are captive berths in which fertilizers are
handled, one berth has been allotted to M/s ESSAR for handling of iron ore pellets on
captive basis and the others are multi-purpose in nature and semi-mechanised. The port
has 102 million tonnes of cargo handling capacity, which is highest amongst all major
ports as in 2012-13.
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Other Parts: Odisha is a maritime state with 480 km of coastline. It has 13 potential
sites for development of minor ports of these sites Gopalpur is the second largest port in
Odisha, which has been operation since January 2007. This port has been handed over
to M/s Gopalpur port Ltd for development as an all weather port. Besides Dhamra Port,
a green field project has been undertaken by the Dhamara Port Company Ltd. This port
commenced its commercial operations in May 2011. In addition to these the state
Government has signed a concessional agreement MOU with M/s. Navayuga
Engineering Company Ltd and M/S Aditya Birla group for establishment of ports at
Kirtania is Balasore, Astarang is Puri and Chudamani captive port in Bhadrak districts
respectively.
Inland water Transport and Civil Aviation: Island water transport services are
provided by the state Government. The Directorate of port and Inland water Transport
under the administrative control of commerce and Transport Department Government
of Odisha is the nodal agency, which controls activities relating to passenger launch
services, survey and registration of inland crafts passenger motor launch services are
operative is six different water routes is two sectors i.e. Chandbali and Balugaon.



Chandbali sector provides launch service from Chandbali to Talachuan ,
Chandbali to Aradi and Bhitar Kanika through five numbers of Motor launches.
Balugaon sector provides services from Balugaon to Krushnaprasad, Gada and
Kalijai through eight motor launches and also services from Nuagada to Ganda
Kulai via Kaliakana with the help of one motor launch.

Crew Training Institute Chandabali is the district of Bhadrak also functions under the
Directorate of ports and Inland water Transport. At present the institute conducts two
courses (i) 10 Month Regular course for general candidates (ii) 3 month Refreshing
course for in-service candidates is engine and Deck Rating. The trainees of this institute
get their jobs inside and outside the state.
The Prime objective of the Directorate of Civil Aviation is to look after the use
and maintenance of the state Government‟s passenger our craft and trainer aircrafts
training of student pilots and construction and development of air strips in the state.
There are twelve air strips and sixteen helipads. A proposal for procurement of new
aircraft is under consideration. A Government aviation training Institute set up under a
public private-partnership model has started functioning since November 2008.
Odisha has higher postal density than the national average. During 2012-13
there were 8165 post offices in Odisha comprising 35 Head Office, 1160 S.O.S. One
EDSO and 6969 EDBOS-Among these 7576 (93%) in rural areas. Many post offices
provide regular products and services as well as premium postal services, including
speed post, express parcel post mass mailing service, corporate money, order service
and satellite mail service, greeting post and retail post. As per as evaluation made
internally as well as through an external agency Gopalpur Post Office in Berhampur
Postal Division was rated the best at the national level. It's staff was deputed for training
abroad at the Asia pacific Postal College, Bangkok for a week under the reward and
recognition scheme. Moreover, 140 post offices have been identified under core
banking for issue of ATM.
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The effect of telecommunications on the productivity is various sector of an
economy is enormous The telecommunication network in Odisha has vastly expanded
over the year. During 2012-13 there were 2.50 crore telephone subscribers in the state
which is about 2.73 percent of total telephone subscribers, is the country. Out of total
2.50 crore subscribers, 98.4 percent were wireless subscribers and the balance 1.6
percent (0.04) crore were wireless subscribers.
The overall tele density of the state (i.e. number of telephone connections per
100 population 2.46 crore) is less than the national average. There is also a wide gap
between rural and urban tele density. In Odisha the rural tele density during 2012-13
stood at 38.72 percent while the urban tele density was 164.01 percent.
1.7.3 Science and Technology
Information Technology: Information Technology has become vital for development
is any region. The Industrial policy Resolution 2001 of the state has identified
electronics tele communication, information technology and IT enabled services as
priority sectors. Establishments and enterprises in these sectors have been declared as
public utility services”. Use of IT in the private sector has been improving is India. In
Odisha, the state Government has been proactive is in cooperating it is its own
administration as well as helping the growth of this sector is general.
National Informatics centre (NIC) is a premier science and Technology Organisation
under the Department of IT of Government of India and is actively working for the last
three decades in the areas of Information and communication Technology (ICI)
applications is public sector. NIC, Odisha state centre has been playing a catalytic role
is promoting IT culture for effective governance at the state and district levels. Both the
state Government and NIC have taken several initiatives. The major achievements are
as follows:








Land Acquisition Management Application.
Monitoring of PAR/CCR of officers of Government of Odisha for group A and
group B category
Integration of online e-payment of Electricity duty.
Web counselling for OJEE, DET.
Customized banking system for ATMA/RKVY/OSCSC.
Water Tariff Billing software and Complaint redressed and Monitoring of Public
Health (Urban) web based application of
In agriculture sector (i) Farm Mechmisation (ii) Jalanidhi (iii) Fertilizer
Registration Certificate, (iv) Pesticide Licensing system (v) Pest Monitoring
system (vi) Weather Info System (vii) Bio-Fertiliser and (viii) On lise Fertilizer
management have been implemented.

Information Technology (IT) Department: The state Information Technology
Department is entrusted with matters relating to computer communication and
electronics , both software and hardware. It also acts as the nodal department for the
National Informatics Centre (NIC). In 2004 , in formulated the Information and
communication Technology (ICT) Policy to help IT reach the common man. The
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Odisha computer application centre (OCAC) is under its administrative control and it is
designated to function as a Technical Directorate.
National E-Governance plan (NeGP): The National e-Governance programme
(NeGP) envisions a three pillar model for delivery of “Web-enabled any time access” to
information and services in rural India. These are (a) Odisha state wide Area Network
(OSWAN) common service centres (CSC) and Odisha state Data Centre (OSDC) and
state service delivery gateway (SSDG).
OSWAN: OSWAN is a comprehensive programme is initiated by Government of
India, which envisages creating a core and computerization infrastructure for the entire
state. This network is connected from state Headquarter to District Headquarters down
to Block headquarters. Government of India has been also planning to connect block
headquarters to G.P. through wireless connecting. Currently most of the video
conferencing activities of Government are being done through the OSWAN.
Common Service centres (CSC): The scheme is being implemented in PPP mode in
association with 3 private agencies Viz M/s Zoom Developers, M/s SREE Infrastructure
finance Ltd and M/s Bharatiya Samrudhi Finance Ltd. These organizations have in turn
appointed Village level Entrepreneurs (VLES) to carry out the Job.
Odisha State Data Centre (OSDC): Odisha State Data Centre (OSDC) has been set up
in OCAC and has been connected through OSWAN for delivery of public services
through CSCS .
State Service Delivery Gateway (SSDG): The scheme has been formulated under
NeGP to fulfil the vision of providing easy and convenient services to the citizen
through remote access.
Student Academic Management System (SAMS): OCAC has implemented this
project as an extension of e-college project for higher Education Department to
introduce e-Admission and e-Administration. The project has covered all 671 Degree
Colleges and 1334 Junior Colleges of the state for 2012-13.
Odisha secretarial –workflow Automation system (OSWAS): The objective of
OSWAS is to automate the functions at all levels of the administrative hierarchy of any
Governmental department. Most of the work done by the Government departments is
workflow intensive that is there is a lot of information flow is the form of files. Some of
this work necessitates the creation and maintenance of data bases that hold data which
is critical to the decision making process. It also provides document management work
flow management collaborative Environment and knowledge management is an
integrated fashion and delivers as electronic work place.
Modernization of Record Rooms of Tehsils
The Project is funded by Land Records and Survey, Board of Revenue Odisha
for modernization of Record Rooms of 33 Tehsils. This includes renovation up
gradation of infrastructure for computerization of Tehsil Records. The delivery of
hardware furniture , other accessories and training to tehsil staff have been completed.
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E-Despatch: OCAC has been implementing the e-Despatch system is different
Government Department and other sub-ordinate offices to automate the issue and
dispatch of letters in time.
IT Promotion: State Government has taken several other steps for promotion of IT
sector in the state.
Science and Technologies:
While adopting IT enhanced productivity directly and immediately the result of
general science and technology take longer period and are an indirect process to
improve long term productivity of people and organizations, quality of life and social
welfare. There are many institutions in the state which undertake applied research.
Odisha University of Agriculture and Technology (OUAT): Odisha University of
Agriculture and Technology is the second oldest Agricultural University is the country.
It has ten constituent colleges.
IIT Bhubaneswar: With a view to providing a world class Information Technology
Institution the Government of Odisha has established International Institute of
Information Technology (IIIT) at Bhubaneswar. It has been registered as a society
under the society Registration Act 1980, with affiliation to the Biju Pattanaik University
of Technology (BPUT). The institution aims at primarily to meet quality faculty
requirement is the IT disciplines of Engineering colleges to cater to the need of
industries including ITITES sectors. IIIT-Bhubaneswar is also mandated to nature
academic research is cutting edge technologies and industry sponsored research
programmes.
Central Rice Research Institute (CRRI): The main objective of CRRI is to conduct
basic applied and adaptive research on crop improvement and resource management
towards increasing and stabilizing rice productivity in different rice ecosystems, along
with a special emphasis on rain fed ecosystems and related biotic stresses.
Software Technology Park of India (STPI): STPI is an autonomous society under
the ministry of communication and Information Technology, Government of India. It
aims to promote the export of IT software and services. There are two STPI centres in
Odisha one at Bhubaneswar and the other at Rourkela. STPIs offer various incentives
like 100 percent foreign equity permission and various tax exemptions. The STPIS
centres have set up incubating infrastructure and provide facilities based on the member
unit requirement. The idea is to give one step services to software industries. A second
International Gateway at Bhubaneswar and Rourkela has been installed to facilitate
reliable data communication at good speed. STPI also offers customized solutions is net
work design and architecture international connectivity, local loops, facility
management feasibility studies project management and implementation. STPI
Bhubaneswar has designed a comprehensive course module in various fields to keep
abreast students of changing trends and technology. It also promotes IT-enabled
services such as medical transcription, man power intensive GIS as well as call centre
operations.
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This premier institute, located at Bhubaneswar is devoted to research and
extension activities in fresh water aquaculture. It is directed towards increasing
productivity in the fresh water fishery sector.
Odisha space Application Centre (OSAC) :
OSAC is an apex organization
promoting remote sensing technology is the state. Remote sensing data are used in
agriculture , transport, land use, revenue , urban development, drinking water, flood
mapping, web lalnd and waste land development block level resource mapping, forest
and ……. Sectors. OSAC has under taken several projects for the central and state
Governments.
State Council on Science and Technology: (SCST):
The SCST is the apex
policy making body for development of science and technology and overselling the
implemented of various programmes. It extends financial support for application
oriented research projects, publicity, seminars, workshops and conferences. The state
council on science and Technology has taken steps for establishment of patent
information centre (PIC) in Odisha.
Odisha Bigyan Academy‟s aim is to polarise science and technology is the state.
Pathani Samanta Planetorium:
Pathani Samanta Planetorium is a premier institute of the state. While its main
objective is exhibitions, it also aims at creating awareness on astronomy , astrophysics
and space science among people and young students in particular.
1.8 SOCIAL SECTOR IN ODISHA
Through social sector includes education, health, safe drinking water sanitisation and
development of the marginalised groups here emphasis has been given basically on
education and health.
1.8.1 Education
Education is an important input for empowering people with skills and
knowledge and giving them access to productive employment in future it is an
important input as well as output indicator influencing other development indicators.
The Right of children to free and compulsory Education Act, 2009 is a Central Act
which came is to force from 1st April , 2010. The state has promulgated the Odisha
Right of Children to free and compulsory Education Rules , 2010 on the basis of the
model rules made by the Government of India . Right to Education cell is being set up
with the support from UNICEF.
Literacy: The literacy rate of Odisha attained 72.87 percent in 2011 that remained
almost at par with national average of 73 percent. The state‟s male literacy rate of 81.59
percent was marginally higher and female literacy rate of 64 percent was marginally
lower than that of national averages by 2011. The SC and ST communities had
relatively lower literacy rate of 69.02 and 52.24 percent in 2011.
Primary Education: Primary and upper primary education has been expanding is the
state. The state aims at providing primary schools within 1 km and upper primary
schools within 3kms of habitations having population of more than 300 and 500
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respectively. In 1947-48, there were only 6814 primary schools with 16,520 teachers
and 2.55 lakh students in the state. During 2012-13 there were 55,329 functional
Primary Schools/sections (Government and Local Bodies -51,655 Government Aided
468 and un-aided private/others schools-3206) is the state with 1.35 lakh teachers and
43.41 lakh students. There was a primary school per 2.8 sg km on an average. The
average teacher pupil ratio which was 1:30 in 2011-12 has increased to 1:28 in 2012-13
is better than the national …….. of 1:40. The numbers of out of school children has
declined from Government has engaged 46327 Sikhya Sahayaks and 22,717 Gana
Sikhyaks.
All children in schools do not complete their grades. However dropout rates
have significantly fallen over the years. At the primary level, the dropout rate declined
from 18.49 percent is 2005-06 to 0.37 percent in 2012-13. The dropout rates of boys fell
from 18.12 percent to 0.73 percent and those for girls from 18.86 percent to 0.73
percent and those for girls from 18.86 per cent to 0.22 per cent over the period. The
dropout rates at the primary level still remains high among SC and ST at 2.39 percent
and 2.97 percent respectively during 2012-13.
Upper Primary Education: There were only 286 upper primary schools with 1483
teachers and 32,000 enrolments is the state is 1947-48. Due to sustained efforts of the
Government, the number of upper Primary Schools/sections increased to 24,234 with
53.8 thousand teachers and 20.81 lakh enrolment by the end of 2012-13. The overall
dropout rate is UP Schools of the state declined substantially from 28.39 percent in
2005-06 to 2.36 percent in 2012-13.
Elementary education made visible strides in last seven years between 2005-06
and 2012-13 Number of schools/sections increased from 61,627 to 79,563. Total
number of students enrolled increased from 58.38 lakhs (11.73 lakhs SC, 14.29 lakhs
ST and 27.88 lakhs girls) to 64.22 lakhs (12.43 lakhs SC, 18.80 lakhs ST and 31.13
lakhs girls). The pupil –teacher ratio failed sharply from 38.68 to 26.95 during the same
period. The dropout rates of SC, ST and Girls students in Primary education fell
remarkably from 19.46, 23.32 and 18.86 percent respectively is 2005-06 to meagre
2.39, 2.97 and 0.20 is 2012-13.
Out of 53,193 functional Government Elementary schools in the state , 12,588
(23.7 percent) schools did not have common toilets 17516 (32.9 percent) had no girls
toilets 2346 (4.41 percent) schools had no drinking water facilities / and 44076 (82.86
percent) schools had no electricity
End
Besides, 324 Government elementary schools do not have buildings-Government has
taken initiatives to improve school infrastructure facilities.
Sarva Skkshya Abhiyan (SSA): SSA is national flagship programme launched is
2001-02 and has been implemented is a mission mode to achieve the constitutional goal
of univer salization of elementary education. Every child has a right to elementary
educations of satisfactory and equitable quality is a formal school. The cost of the
programme is shared by the centre and state in the ratio 65:35. The programme supports
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infrastructure development viz construction of new school buildings and class rooms,
toilets, drinking water faciliity, free supply of school, uniforms for girls and supply of
text books.
The National Programme for Education of Girls at Elementary Level (NPEGEL)
and Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) are two components of SSA. NPEGEL
provides additional support for enhancing girl education. It is implemented in those
Educationally Backword blocks (EBB) where level of rural female literacy rate is less
than national average of 46-13 percent and gender gap is above the national average of
21-67 percent. And also districts having at least 5 percent SC/ST population where
SC/ST female literacy rate is below 10 percent are included in the programme. Kasturba
Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya is a residential school programme at elementary level. The
targeted beneficiaries under KGBV are drop outs of upper primary school Girls
belonging to SC/ST/OBC/Minority/BPL category.
The steps taken by SSA are as follows:















Up gradation of primary schools to Up level and up schools to high school level.
Out of school children addressed through Home Based Education.
School Children are provided special training.
Children of migrant families are admitted in seasonal hostels.
Teachers are trained to enhance the knowledge in various subject.
Text Books are being supplied freely to all students of class VIII of Government
and Government Aided schools.
Computer Aided Learning (CAL) programme has already been implemented.
School uniforms are being provided to all girl students.
Early childhood care and Education (ECCE) centres under SSA are functioning.
Mother tongue based education is operational.
A community based child cantered drive is taken.
Children with special Need (CWSN) are enrolled and provided with Aids and
Appliances.
Primary School buildings are constructed.
Additional class rooms are completed under SSA.

Secondary Education: The state had only 106 high schools with 15,000 enrolments.
By the end of 2012-13 there are 9350 high schools including 7612 Government and
aided schools , 1660 private unaided and un recognized high schools and the balance of
78 are run by Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India with 65,063
teachers and 12 lakh enrolments including 5.97 lakh girls. Out of total 9350 high
schools, 856 were Girls High Schools.
The Rastriya Madhyamik Sikhya Abhiyan (RMSA) is a national flagship
programme is initiated is 2009-10 to universalize secondary education by making
quality education available accessible and affordable to all children within the age
group 14-18 years with strong focus on the element of gender , equity and justice.
Inclusive Education for Disabled children at secondary state (IEDSS) scheme is being
implemented is 91 blocks of 25 districts through 38 NGOs in 2012-13. The objective of
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the scheme is to provide opportunity to disabled children to complete 4 years of
secondary schooling is an inclusive and enabling environment.
Dropout rates at the high school level have been decliing at a slower pace. The
overall dropout rate declined from 62.0 percent in 2005-06 to 18.72 percent is 2012-13.
Dropout rates for STS and SCS are still higher with 21.23 and 23.40 percent
respectively. The major initiatives taken for promotion of Secondary Education are as
follows:







Private High Schools have been notified to receive Block Grant.
Qualified teachers have been engaged on contract basis.
Contract teachers completed 6 years of satisfactory service are regularized.
Government have approved candidates for appointment under RA scheme.
District Education Offices have been opened.
Students belonging to SC/ST/BPL/Girls categories have been benefilted under
distribution of bicycles.

The Board of Secondary Education: The Board of Secondary Education Odisha
regulates various types of examinations. These include high school examination,
teacher‟s certification, Hindi teachers certification and the certificate course for physical
education. It also grants recognition to institutions they provided education through
correspondence courses.
Higher Secondary Education: There are 1176 general colleges including 50
Government Colleges providing higher secondary level education. The Council of
Higher Secondary Education Odisha regulates Higher Secondary Education.
Vocational Education: Vocational Education is being provided at +2 level is 231
Govt. Vocational Junior Colleges (GVJC) is 20 different vocational courses with a view
to produce semi-skilled personnel and to prepare students for self reliance and gainful
employment out of 231 Govt. Vocational Junior Colleges 60 are is tribal areas. Training
programme has been conducted for full time resource persons to update their
knowledge. Steps have been taken for strengthening the existing 231 GVJCs.
Government of India has been moved for financial assistance.
Higher Education: Higher Education in Odisha comprises degree and post graduate
level education including the higher secondary and +2 vacational educations. In 1947
there were 12 colleges is Odisha with an enrolment of 4104 students. In 2013, there
were 97 Government colleges, 583 aided colleges, 200 block grant colleges, 1001 nongovernment (un aided colleges) colleges 287 self-financing colleges and 14 other
colleges in the state. At the time of independence there was only one University is the
state which has increased to 12 including 4 newly established University/Institution viz
central University at Koraput National Law University at Cuttack, NISER and Sri Sri
University at Bhubaneswar.
In addition to these Vedanta University is awaiting the assent of His Excellency.
The Governor of Odisha and Xavier University of Management has approved in state
cabinet. Besides there are 25 more proposals for establishment of Universities is private
sector which is under consideration of state Government.
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The National Assessment and Accreditation council (NAAC) accrdditation has
been made mandatory for all universities. Government and non-Government aided
degree colleges. Autonomous status has been accorded to 19 Government colleges and
13 non-government colleges. The University grants commission (UGC) has identified
Ravenshaw College Cuttack Government college Bhawanipatna and Gangadhar Meher
College, Sambalpur as Centres of Potential Excellence (CPE) entitling them to special
financial assistance. In the mean time Ravenshaw College has been converted is to a
residential University.
Technical Education: The Industrial Policy of the state envisages a series of measures
to improve technical education and enhance the quality of technical man power.
Technical education is imported through engineering colleges, engineering schools,
Polytechnics, Industrial Training Institutes (ITTS). Industrial Training Centres (ITCS)
and vocational educational institutions and universities. The Directorate of Technical
Education and Training (DTET) functions as the nodal agency to plan and implement
technical education programmes in the state and liaise with the state council of
technical education universities and National level technical institutions and agencies.
At present there are two Technical Universities under the administration of state
Government (i) Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology Burla offering B.Tech. In
7 disciplines, M Tech is 5 disciplines and MCA (ii) Biju Pattnaik University of
Technology (BPUT), Rourkela has 7 constituent colleges (Government) under its
Jurisdiction and one Government aided Autonomous College (under PPP mode)
affiliated to the University During 2012-13 total 149 colleges (both Government and
Private) offer courses in 23 disciplines with a student strength of 93,000. Thirteen
Government and 79 private engineering schools/poly techniques are providing
education is diploma engineering courses.
Government Policies and Programmes: “Sakhyar Bharat” a centrally sponsored
scheme has been launched is September 2009 by Government of India as a new variant
to National Literacy mission (NLM). It aims at imparting functional literacy to nonliterates aged 15 year and above. In Odisha 19 low female literacy districts were
identified under this programme is 2009-10. In the first phase the programme is being
started in 820 GPs covered is 44 blocks of 3 districts. The Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD) has re-designed NLM to in calculate New enthusiasm in to it.
Mid-Day Meal (MDM) Scheme: In order to increase the enrolment, reducing the
dropouts and improving the nutritional status of the children is the schools the Mid Day
Meal (MDM) programme was introduced in the state in 1995. As per the direction of
the Hon‟ble Supreme Court cooked meal at noon time is being provided to all students
of all the Government/Government aided primary schools with effect from 1st
September 2004. Further this has been extended to upper Primary School children with
effect from 1st October 2007. State Institute of Educational Technology (SIET).
The Prime activity of the institute is to attain educational curriculum enrichment
for school children through video/audio programmes and telecast/broad cast is
electronics media. It also deals with the design and production of teaching aids
including purchase and supply of colour TV/radio-cum cassette player (RCCP) sets.
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The educational programmes on subjects like mathematics, science, social studies,
health and hygiene have been developed.
Quality Improvement in Education: The state Government has taken initiatives not
only for quantitative expansion but also for qualitative improvement in education at all
levels. The Government provides grants to institutions, incentives to teachers and
scholarships to students for improved performance.
Scholarships: Various scholarships are being awarded by the state Government to
meritorious and poor students of Odisha for pursuing higher studies. In order to make
the process easy, it has been made on lise for application/section/renewal and
disbursement. The rate of scholarship for +2, +3 and P.G. students has been enhanced to
Rs 3,000/-, Rs 5,000/- and Rs 10,000/- per annum while the number of scholarship has
been increased to 10,000, 3,000/- and 1,500 respectively. In the meantime the income
ceiling of parents has been enhanced Rs 4.5 lakhs to Rs 6.00 lakh per annum. For girl
students the qualifying percentage for applying scholarship has been reduced from 70
percent to 60 percent. It is expected that as many as 24,500 students will be benefited.
Besides rupees 10,000/- per annum is being given to 10,000/- brilliant students pursuing
higher studies is the field of technical/professional education.
Teacher Education & Training: There are 78 (63 elementary and 15 secondary level)
Teacher‟s education Institutions (TEIs) under S&ME Department. By the end of 201213, 478 teachers and existing staff of DTET are deployed in these 78 TEIs. All the
Teachers Education Institutions are Government Institutions. The intake capacity of
elementary teachers training institutions is 3150 and intake capacity of Secondary
teachers training institutions is 1373 Bed. 1140 B.A.Ed. 100 M.Ed. 97 and Mphil.36)
During the year 2012-13 admission in Distance Education has been started and 13,888
students were enrolled as against an intake capacity of 18,000 CT students National
Social Service Scheme (NSS):
This is a centrally sponsored scheme that engages and encourages rural youth to
undertake productive activities. Now the scheme is operating is I Universities one
deemed University and CHSE Odisha. The funding pattern of the scheme is in the ratio
of 75:25 Volunteers were in volved in activities like blood donation plantation and
AIDs consciousness sprogrammes. The Central Government has enhanced the rate of
expenditure for the NSS volunteers.
1.8.2 Health Services
Health sector has been one of the priority areas of state Government. The
Government is the main provider of health care services in the state and has been
allocating increasingly more funds for this sector. As of 2012 the crude Birth rate
(CBR) for Odisha was 19.9 against the national average of 21.6. The crude Birth Rate
(CBR) for urban and rural Odisha stood at 14.6 and 20.8 respectively against the
corresponding national averages of 17.4 and 23.1. The crude Death rate (CDR) declined
from 13.1 in 1981 to 8.5 in 2012 at state level as against 7.0 at the national national
level. The IMR at state level is 53 whereas the same indicator stood at 42 at the national
level. During 2012, OPD patients increased by more than 80 percent. Five major
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diseases of Odisha also called Panchavyadhi are Malaria, leprosy, scabies, acute
respiratory infection and diarrhoeas which account for more than 70 percent patient
load. Life expectancy at birth in the state has increased from 58.6 years for males and
58.7 years for females during 1999-2003 to 59.5 years and 59.6 years respectively
during 2002-06. As per the report of the Technical group on population projection , the
projected of life expectancy at birth in Odisha will be 66.3 years for males and 69.6
years for females during 2016-20 as against 68.8 for males and 71.1 years for females at
the national level.
In case of Odisha the decline is Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) from 346 in
1997-98 to 258 in 2007-09 is moderate compared to corresponding figures at all India
level of 338 in 1997-98 to 212 is 2007-09. The situation improved as the MMR
declined still further to 237 in Odisha and 178 is India during 2011-12. Ante-natal and
post-natal care is necessary for healthy motherhood and safe child birth. The number of
women and infants who receive these health services has been increasing over the
years. General Fertility rate (GFR) in Odisha was less than the all – India rate and has
declined marginally from 83.9 is 2010 to 79.3 is 2011. Higher birth orders indicate
longer reproductive span and associated child bearing problems. About one-fourth (23.9
percent) of deliveries is the state were of 3rd and higher orders in 2011 as against 28
percent at all India level. The proportion of such deliveries has recently declined from
34.8 percent is 2004 to 23.9 percent in 2011.
Various family welfare programmes are in place in Odisha since 1956 with the
objective of stabilizing population growth. Under this programme the strategy has been
to motivate eligible couples to limit their family sizes by adopting various family
planning methods. It seeks to promote responsible parenthood with focus on one child
norm.
In fast Mortality Rates (IMR) is Odisha has continuously declined from 75 in
2005 to 53 in 2012.
In fast Mortality:
IMR has shown a considerable decline from 75 per 1000 live births in 2005 to
53 in 2012. IMR is rural Odisha was 55 as compared to 39 is urban areas in 2012. At
the national level IMR stood at 42 and varies from 46 in rural areas to 28 in urban areas
in 2012. Though the decline is IMR is Odisha has been significant in recent years, it is
very high. This is mainly due to three factors (i) Poor availability of Professional
attendance at birth and high rate of pre-mature deliveries (ii) high incidence of malaria
acute respiratory and tetanus infections and anemia among infants and women
particularly during pregnancy and (iii) lack of professional pre and post-natal care.
About 69 percent of infant deaths are attributed to neo-natal mortality. Premature deliveries cause 38.5 percent infant deaths. Pneumonia, respiratory infection
tetanus and diarrhoea in new born account for 34.1 per cent of infant deaths. Anemia
which is caused due to malnutrition suffered by both pregnant mothers and infants
accounts for 8.1 percent infant deaths. Odisha has launched an Infant mortality
Reduction mission with a view to reducing IMR at an accelerated rate. Child
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malnutrition is Odisha IS HIGH i.e. More than 50 per cent children are malnourished.
Malnourished children are categorised is to four grades. Grade I is the least
malnourished and Grade IV is the most malnourished. The proportion of Grade I
malnourished children between 2004-2010 has been around 36 percent. However the
proportion of Grades II to IV malnourished children has been declining over the period.
Medicine system and Hospital: Health care is the state is mostly provided through
public allopathic institutions. However alternative health systems are also supported by
the state. There are 10 doctors per lakh population and less than 4 beds per 10,000
populations.
Allopathic Medicines: In 1951 medical and health care facilities is the state were
provided through a network of Government medical institutions with 3112 hospital
beds and 1083 doctors. The doctor – population ratio stood at 13,500. By the end of
2012-13 1944 medical institutions comprising 140 hospitals 378 community health
centers 1227 primary health centres and 199 mobile health units were functional in the
public sector with 16,537 beds. In addition 1472 numbers of private sectors medical
institutions with 11,726 beds are functioning is the state as on 2012-13. Thus 3416
allopathic medical institutions provided medical care in the state. There are 6688 sub
health centres is the public sector. At the end of 2012-13, there were about 8 medical
institutions per lakh population and one medical institutions per 46 sq km . The bed
population ratio is 1:1435.
AYUSH system of medicine assured significance with the emergence of life
style related diseases. The people of Odisha prefer AYUSH as the system of treatment
for their indigenous economical and gentler therapist for cure of diseases and improving
quality of life. At present 5 Ayurveda hospitals 4 homeopathic hospitals 619 Ayurveda
dispensaries 561 homeopathic dispensaries and I umami dispensaries with 593 beds and
840 doctors are providing AYUSH health care facilities in the state.
Employees state Insurance (ESI) scheme: This is an integrated multi-dimensional
health insurance and social security scheme being implemented in the state since 1960.
It is one of the most effective and sustainable social security measures available to
workmen employed is industrial and commercial establishment of varying nature and
sizes. At present medical care is provided to 2,47,897 in sured persons and their
dependents through five ESI hospitals and 45 ESI dispensaries. There are 297 beds and
195 doctors engaged to provide medical services to employees.
The ESI Corporation has prescribed an expenditure ceiling of Rs 1,500 on
medical care per insured person per annum from 1st April 2012. It is shared between
ESI corporation and the state Government is the agreed ratio of 7:1 and the expenditure
is excess of the ceiling is entirely borne by the state Government. Govt Health
Programmes and projects:
Revised National Tuberculosis control programme (RNTCP): The
Revised
National Tuberculosis control programme is implemented is Odisha in 1997 with the
objective to detect 70 percent of infections sputum TB cases and cure at least 85 percent
of them. The programme is implemented as per the Technical operational and financial
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guide lines of revised National TB control Programme (RNTCP) with DOTS (Directly
observed Treatment short course chemotherapy) strategy.
This programme has been implemented through 31 implementing units, 109 TB
units and 549 microscopy centres. In addition 46,839 DOT centres are functioning
under the programme DOTs to patients.
National Filarial control programme (NFCP): Next to malaria, filariasis is one of the
Major public health problems under vector borne diseases. Filariasis is more prevalent
is coastal district of Odisha. Considering the magnitude of the problem, the Government
of India launched the National Filarial control programme (NFCP) IN 1963, catering to
a limited population of few urban and semi-urban areas. At present 15 filarial control
units and 15 filaria clinics function is the state. These centres conduct might blood
survey is a confised area and undertake treatment of microfilaria carriers as well as the
diseased.
National Programme for control of Blindness (NPCB): The
programme
was
introduced is the state is 1976 as a World Bank assisted project to reduce prevalence of
blindness from 1.4 percent to 03. Per cent. At present the programme functions with full
control assistance.
Eye Donation has been popularized and implemented in the state through three medical
colleges and one private organization. National Iodine deficiency Disorders control
programme.
Iodine is an essential micronutrient and 100-150 grams of it is required daily for
normal body and mental development. The disorders due to deficiency of iodine in diet
are called iodine deficiency disorders (IDD). Nutritional iodine deficiency impacts
development of a person right from the foetus stage. It could result in abortion, still
birth mental retardation deafness autisf, squint goiter, neuro-Motor defects and other
disorders. IDD survey is periodically conducted in the state to assess its prevalence.
National Leprosy Elimination programme (NLEP): The programme is operational is
the state since 1982-83. It is supported by who, the world Bank and other International
donor agencies including Lepra India. HOINA and the German Leprosy Relief
Association. The objective of the programme is to elimate leprosy by detecting all
leprosy cases and to bring them under Multi-Drug Therapy (MDT). Elimination of
leprosy means to bring down the prevalence rate of leprosy to one or less per 10,000
populations. As a result of successful implementation of the programme, the prevalence
rate of leprosy is the state came down from 121.4 per 10,000 populations in 1982-83 to
only 0.99 is 2012. At the national level it has come down from 55 to 0.65 per 10,000
populations during the same period.
National Vectore Borne Disease Control Programme (NVBDCP): This programme
brigs is a number of new tools and strategies in diagnosis , treatment vector
management and surveillance-several strategies for vector borne diseases have been
implemented with is the existing health care system with exclusively employed
supporting human resources. In addition resources are given by the Government of
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India. Odisha also gets funding support from the global fund for AIDS, TB and malaria
(GFATM).
Out of the six vector borne diseases (Malaria, Lymphatic Filariasis, Japanese
Encephalitis Kalaazar, Chikungunya and Dengue) under the Indian National Vector
Borne Disease control programme Malaria control component takes the major share due
to the sheer magnitude of the problem. As per the World Malaria report, 2008 in terms
of Malaria incidence, India ranks 15 th among 109 countries and contributed around 2
percent of global cases in 2006. In Odisha, 48 lakh fever cases are screened for malaria
annually and 3 to 4 lakh are found positive. A large part of western and southern
districts of the state are covered with forest and hills and are prone to vector breeding.

National AIDS control programme (NACP): National AIDS control programme
(VACP) has been implemented to prevent new infections, particularly among high risk
groups. Infrastructure and human resources under the programme have been
strengthened to develop a nationwide strategic information management system (MIS).
1.9. LET US SUM UP
Odisha's history describes that the state was one of the most economically and
prosperous regions in the country. It was known for its fairly good agriculture
production and rich resource endowments. Huge water resources, forests, rainfall and
adequate surplus labour had been key factors for achieving growth for agriculture
development. In the state, majority of the total population is living in rural areas where
agriculture is considered as the mainstay of the people. Eight out of ten people living in
rural areas in the state rely primarily on the agriculture and allied sectors of the
economy. But gradually the state has lost its past glory and become one of the poorest
states in the nation in each and every perspective.
1.10. CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
Q.1. Discuss about the policies and support for development
Q.2. Write an essay on government initiatives for forest development
Q.3. Write short notes on fisheries development
Q.4. Describe the government initiatives for forest development
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UNIT-II PLANS FOR POVERTY TERMINATION – BIJU
KBK PLAN, REVISED LONG TERM ACTION
PLAN (RLTAP) BIJU KAIDHAMAL O
GAJAPATI YOJANA
Learning Objectives:
After completion of this unit, you should be able to:


know Biju KBK Plan



explain Revised Long Term Action Plan



know Biju Kandhamal O Gajapati Yojana

Structure:
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Biju Kbk Plan
2.3 Revised Long Term Action Plan (RLTAP)
2.4 Biju Kandhamal O Gajapati Yojana (BKGY)
2.5 Let Us Sum Up
2.6 Check your progress

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Poverty can be defined as deprivation in well-being and encompasses several
dimensions is well being and encompasses several dimensions of deprivation like
material deprivation social deprivation political deprivation, intellectual deprivation,
deprivation in health and inability to cope with vulnerability and risks. The head court
ratio (percent) by social classes for rural Odisha indicates that by 2011-12, 63.52 y.ST,
41.39% SC, 24.16% OBC and in total 35.69% people were below poverty lise. By the
same period 17.29 percent urban people of Odisha were below poverty lise. Combindly
32.59 per cent of people were poor. The Government of Odisha has taken several
measures for poverty termination. Out of which few were mentioned below.
2.2 BIJU KBK PLAN
To fill up critical gaps in development of the KBK region, a scheme Biju KBK plan,
was launched during the year 2006-07 in the KBK districts out of the state‟s own funds.
An annual outlay of Rs 120 crores has been envisaged for the region. The scheme
initially focused on Bijili, Sadak and Pani i.e. village electrification including street
lighting, construction of concrete roads within the village or any other form of
connectivity and creation irrigation/drinking water source. However the focus of this
scheme has been revisited in 2013-14 to improve human development indicators in the
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KBK region. An outlay of Rs 120.00 crore has been proposed for this scheme is the
annual plan 2014-15.
2.3 REVISED LONG TERM ACTION PLAN (RLTAP)
The state Government is consultation with the Government of India has
formulated a long Term action plan (LTAP)/Revised Long Term action plan (RLTAP)
for speedy development of the KBK districts. The special plan has focused on
improving productive infrastructure strengthening livelihoods of the marginalized
communities improving literacy levels and accelerating the Pace of development in this
region. Special central assistance to the extent Rs 2593.95 crore has been received from
1998-99 to 2013-14 and an amount of Rs 2509.17 crore has been utilized by the end of
March 2014.
The implementation of the special plan has brought several benefits to this
region. As per the Tendulkar committee methodology, rural poverty in this region
comes down by 25.40 percentage points from 73.40 percent is 2004-05 to 48.00 percent
is 2011-12. Enrolment rate is Primary Schools is KBK district has gone up to 98.05
percent is 2011-12 from 75.89 percent is 1996-97. Similarly the enrolment rate is upper
Primary Schools has risen from 56.39 percent in 1996-97 to 103.58 percent is 2010-11.
The dropout rate is Primary Schools is KBK districts has been reduced to 3.57 in 201112. Female literacy rate has also increased to 45.49 percent is 2011 while the overall
literacy rate has increased to 57.17 percent is 2011.
2.4 BIJU KANDHAMAL O GAJAPATI YOJANA (BKGY)
The state Government launched a new special development initiative called
“Biju Kandhamal O Gajapati Yojana (BKGY) during 2009-10 under the state plan in
order to accelerate the development process and expedite poverty reduction in tribal
dominated Kandhamal and Gajapati districts. The scheme also aims to improve the
overall socio-economic development of these districts by way of improving their human
development indicators. An annual outlay of Rs 28.50 crore has been envisaged for this
scheme and accordingly a sum of Rs 28.50 crore has been proposed in the annual plan
2014-15.

2.5 LET US SUM UP
Poverty in Orissa viewed against the national scenario is shockingly high. However, the
state of Orissa is no doubt richly endowed with natural resources, but so far as its
economy is concerned it has taken a back seat in comparison with other states of the
country. The economy being an agrarian one the fate of the crops mainly depends on
the vagaries of climate. The political economy of rural poverty in Orissa may be
understood in terms of unequal land distribution, small landholdings, marginal land
holdings and landlessness of vast majority of the rural households. However, one
observes an increasing gap between the immense economic potential of the state and its
use for the socio-economic benefit of the people. Give its land resources, sources of
water including rainfall mineral resources, forest resources, the long coastal line and its
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peaceful social environment, the state could have achieved higher agricultural output,
better industrial performance and enhanced human development. Yet in reality, there is
colossal poverty, under- development, deprivation, unemployment and exploitation.
The state at the national level is known for its abysmal poverty, hunger and starvation.

2.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Q.1. Write an essay on Biju KBK Plan
Q.2. Discuss the Role of Biju Plan for poverty termination
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